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Tämä tutkimus keskittyy kansalaisten ja sidosryhmien osallistamiseen yhteiskunnallisten
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kysymykseen: miten temaattisia tavoitteita kehitettiin ja artikuloitiin? Avainkäsite
globaalimuutostietoisuus ohjaa tieteiden- ja alojen välisen työn analysoimista.
Neljä ideakehittelyn vaihetta (vrt. Lempiälä 2011) havainnollistaa avainhaasteisiin ja toimintaan
liittyviä pääsuunnitteluvaiheita (front end stages). Tutkitussa tapauksessa prosessi on edennyt
kansainväliseltä paikalliselle tasolle. Globaalien haasteiden analyysin yhteydessä kehitetty
sosiaalitieteellinen ARGIL korostaa eroa yleisemmän Adaptaation ja sosiaalisesti koordinoitujen
Resurssien välillä.
Oskar Negtin ja Alexander Klugen (1972) käsite uusi julkisen tuotannon sfääri (new public sphere
of production) toimii osallistumisen teoriataustana. Koska tutkittu tapahtuma oli avoin kaikille
kiinnostuneille asiantuntijoiden lisäksi, kokoussalisessiot voi nähdä etunäyttämöllä tapahtuvina
(vrt. Goffman 1956; Lempiälä 2011). Yleisen konseptin hyväksynnän jälkeen järjestettävät
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Earth pyrkii yhdistämään useiden tasojen fokuksia, tehden yhteistyötä eri sidosryhmien ja
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1 Introduction
This study focuses on citizen and interest group public engagement for deliberating on
societal challenges, especially in an academic research planning context. The studied
participatory event is a Future Earth Townhall Meeting.

First this extended case study maps societal and participatory contexts framing the studied
event. Data analysis uses frames local publics and global challenges. Research questions
are twofold: Firstly, how were local publics constructed? What voiced concerns frame
participation? Secondly, how were thematic aims developed and articulated? Global key
challenges presented at the event are scrutinized especially in light of the key concept
global change awareness developed in this study.
The internationally influenced townhall meeting seems to support Ulrich Beck’s assertion
that in the new globality, “nothing which happens on our planet is only a limited local
event” (Beck 2000: 11). Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge’s (1993 [1972]) concept new
public sphere of production will be used as theoretical backbone on participation.

Planning stages connected to idea development in a new public sphere of production are
illustrated through front end stages, steps preceding product development (Lempiälä
2011). Furthermore, because the event was advertised as open to anyone interested in
addition to experts, the studied event’s meeting hall sessions can be seen as front stage
activities (cf. Koskinen et al. 2005: 92; Lempiälä 2011: 17, 84–86; Goffman 1956: 17–
19).

Thematically the interdisciplinary event is approached through the key concept global
change awareness developed in this study from the studied event’s proceedings and
discussions. Using the studied event and Future Earth’s strategic targets, Parsonian AGIL
is modified into ARGIL in this study, aiming to better display sustainability awareness
and transnational influences. Historically society-oriented “sociologism” associated with
AGIL has been criticized in environmental sociology for overlooking environmental
factors (Kaufmann 2012: 92–93). The resulting illustration hopes to show the usefulness
of analyzing an interdisciplinary event for developing sociological concepts.
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For this study I attended a Future Earth Townhall Meeting (later FE Townhall) organized
in Helsinki by Future Earth Finland and partners in May 2015. The event was the first FE
Townhall in Finland. The participated FE Townhall was a concrete participatory exercise
to collect information on participants’ views for research priority and activity planning.
A pilot case study of a previously unfamiliar event type may also portray characteristics
of evaluation research using experimental designs. (Cf. Babbie 2007: 349, 372.) No other
ethnographic study of the studied FE Townhall was done based on an expert meeting with
PE2020 coordinator Mikko Rask (Oct 13, 2015). Also sociologically there is need for
grassroots studies on science in society. This study’s ethnographic grassroots perspective
aims to situate the studied event into a wider framework of participation and political
sociology.

As the name Future Earth suggests, the global change research network articulates
environmental affairs or other change factors as global. An international approach is
shared by many environmental organizations (see e.g. Yearley 1996: 26). Suitably for the
event name Future Earth Townhall Meeting, Future Earth aims to combine a focus on
various levels, cooperating with different stakeholders and actors. As related themes are
increasingly on decision-makers’ agenda, also sociologists are needed to tackle issues
(McDonald 2007).

In the social sciences demands for a paradigm shift to better take into account
environmental aspects have increased especially since the 1980s. However, some signs
occurred already after the Second World War. (Massa 2009: 10.) Environment and
sustainability were also rising themes in the Finnish Sociology days 2015 (Sosiologia
52(2): 162–181). In the Sociology days 2016, taking into account the days’ overall theme
Future of the sociological imagination, based on this Master’s thesis study I gave a
presentation in the group Cultural and social dimensions of sustainable development. My
presentation especially discussed the proposed ARGIL figure connected to global change
awareness (Sirén 2016).

Using an extended case method (cf. Babbie 2007: 298) and a theory-driven approach (cf.
Dover 2010) combined with participatory observation supported by associated data for
triangulation, this study aims to shed light on social and theoretical aspects framing the
selected participatory event. The extended case method was selected while aware that the
event theme global change research may in itself encompass a world of possible areas for
2

further research. Due to the selected framing the research focus moves from macro to
micro and back to macro.

After general background information on the social context and new participation in
chapter 2, chapter 3 will concentrate on participatory theories as well aspects possibly
framing engaged publics and group deliberation and participation. As further discussed
in chapter 3, public engagement with collaborative deliberation here means discursive
group efforts by attending participants, aiming at producing a mutually sufficient solution
to a pre-defined set of problems. After data and methods in chapter 4, chapter 5 discusses
entering the field. Then chapter 6 focuses on analyzing the participant observation and
related data as an extended case study, modifying the participatory approaches of Nick
Mahony (2008), Eeva Luhtakallio (2012) and Sofia Laine (2012). The method can also
be called participatory observation (e.g. Ruggiero 1996: 60–61).

Chapter 7 scrutinizes an identified master frame of global challenges. The chapter
approaches Future Earth challenges especially aided by the key concept global change
awareness developed in this study, supported by the Future Earth 2025 Vision as well as
the Brundtland Commission’s (1987) definition of sustainable development. The
definition can be seen to form the basis for UN sustainable development work (e.g.
Salaspuro 2013). Furthermore, offering participation opportunities into decision-making
is integral to sustainable development (Brundtland Commission 1987: 16). To further
supplement Future Earth data I also refer to Horizon 2020 (Europe 2020) priorities.
The small event is linked to surprisingly broad international phenomena, situated at an
intersection of global and local networks of influence. The aim of this study is to illustrate
those connections, while giving overall understanding of the applied public engagement
practice. In this study I will first present general theoretical and other considerations for
the social context and possible ethical issues, then turn to the selected experiment.

3

2 Public Engagement on Sustainable Challenges
Facing environmental and economic concerns and uncertainty about the future, nations
and actors seek solutions for local and international challenges. Sustainable development
strategies have attempted to shape societies since the 1980s. Environmental protection
has gradually changed from decreasing emissions to steering natural resources and
improving the economy’s eco efficiency. (Massa 2009: 131.) However, also international
environmental policy is guided by the global economy (Salaspuro 2013: 24).

The participated collaborative event FE Townhall informed and engaged researchers and
stakeholders in mutual learning on interdisciplinary global research challenges. In a UN
context, stakeholders can be defined as interest groups (Salaspuro 2013: 24, 34–38). As
suggested by the key concept global change awareness identified and developed for this
study, the studied event and associated activities can be seen to contribute to awarenessraising on global change and sustainability issues. Awareness-raising on environmental
and sustainability concerns is a common target in international policy initiatives
associated with actors like the UN, especially highlighting sustainable consumption
alongside production efficiency (cf. Redclift and Woodgate 2010: 248). That said, Future
Earth's awareness-raising extends to various sectors of society and the globe.

Because the studied Townhall is a link between Future Earth and Public Engagement
Innovations for Horizon 2020 (PE2020), first an introduction to both following extended
case study (cf. Babbie 2007: 298) principles. My participant role was as a nonaffiliated
sociology student and aspiring Master’s thesis writer, who in advance indicated the desire
to approach the event for study purposes.

The main organizer of the participated FE Townhall, Future Earth is a ten-year initiative
based on intergovernmental interests to support global change research. Future Earth was
founded especially to focus on the sustainable development challenges as addressed by
the Rio+20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, developed further
by the UN General Assembly. (Future Earth 2025 Vision.) The Future Earth goals closely
follow the goals of the Rio+20 declaration The Future We Want (Royal Academy Report
2013). Future Earth’s eight key challenges are influenced by the UN’s sustainable
development goals (Gutscher May 26, 2015). Officially the 17 sustainable development
goals were agreed upon in the UN in September 2015 (UN Sept 25, 2015). FE needs
4

grand challenges as its scientific background. That said, its main role is methodological,
how to approach the eight basic challenges developed by Future Earth. This does not alter
the internationally agreed grand challenges, nor the multiplicity of possible research
questions. The local FE brings together actors. (Suni Feb 13, 2016, paraphrased from
Finnish HS.)

The international three-year project Public Engagement Innovations for Horizon 2020
(PE2020) in turn seeks methods for people and interest groups to plan academic research
projects or programs in addition to simple data collection (PE2020 website). PE2020
looks at new governance innovations’ potentiality and transferability, with results used
for Horizon 2020 and related purposes. Project partners include the National Consumer
Research Centre and the University of Helsinki and partners in Aarhus, Vilnius and
Rome. (PE2020 Annex I 2013: A3; University of Helsinki 2013.) Collaborating in
supporting the studied FE Townhall is only one of PE2020 activities in several countries.
FE Townhall results will be used to develop an associated Living Lab network’s activities
(Appendix 2). A living lab is an open innovation environment, where actors can offer
their excess ideas for others to use. A living lab forms an ecosystem from a network of
collaborative actors. According to open innovation theory, in today’s multifaceted world
single organizations’ own innovation activity is not enough. (Orava 2009: 11–12.) The
Finnish Future Earth Living Lab network includes several participatory events (e.g.
sustainable urban development event in Tampere: Koskinen and Suni 2015; Water Wise
project launch 2015). The local FE hopes to promote its methodology “on all possible
levels with its Living Lab activities”. (Suni Feb 13, 2016, translated by HS.)

2.1 The Futures We Want
Future Earth goals follow the goals of Rio+20. The Rio process, as well as preceding
work especially since the Brundtland Commission, also known as the World Commission
on Environment and Sustainable Development (1987), are central to sustainable
development work. After the concept sustainable development was first properly
launched on the UN level in the Brundtland report (1987), the original worldwide
conference on environment and development was held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. A
decade later a meeting in Johannesburg highlighted the need for more work and
5

importance of local activity for successful sustainable development. (Häikiö 2005: 18–
19; Meadows et al. 2005: 13; Kaufmann 2012: 161–162, 165; Salaspuro 2013: 28, 30.)
Overall the Rio process highlights wide participation, openness, adopting a holistic
perspective and a future orientation (Häikiö 2005: 20). Rio+20 was a follow-up twenty
years after the original Rio conference.
Especially the FE Townhall’s location between UN and EU interests is inspiring, because
although the EU has some sustainable development guidelines for member states
(sustainable development strategy 2001 and update 2006, and Europe 2020 targets), over
the years Finnish sustainable development policies can be seen to be especially influenced
by preparations for each upcoming UN convention (Rouhinen 2014: 18–20, 54; cf. VNK
2006). As characterized by the Brundtland Commission (1987: 16), in sustainable
development meeting the needs of the present generation should be possible without
endangering the same for future generations. In a nutshell sustainable development
requires a focus on three pillars: society (people), economy (profit) and environment
(planet) (Kambewa 2007: 17; cf. Salaspuro 2013: 28). Meanwhile the EU’s Horizon 2020
funding also focuses on three pillars: industrial leadership, excellent science and societal
challenges (Horizon 2020 2013a).

Linking sustainability and competitiveness is not new. In the EU, after the UN
Millennium Development Goals, a sustainable development strategy was signed in 2001
in Gothenburg to complement the Lisbon strategy for competitiveness. (VNK 2006: 30–
31.) Alongside practical and economic concerns also ethics are central for culturally
sustainable development (Heinonen 1997). In all social development, also in
environmental policy, governance requires interaction and networking between actors. In
policy analysis the shift is described with the slogan from government to governance.
(Massa 2009: 133.) As one governance model will not suit all nations, various culturally
sensitive, tested and functional practices are needed (Rouhinen 2014: 1).

While potential synergies exist between Future Earth challenges including sustainable
development and the EU’s Europe 2020 inspired Horizon 2020 research targets, already
problems related to sustainable development can be seen as typically wicked (cf.
Rouhinen 2014: 38). Wicked problems are systemic by nature, necessitating focus on
several concerns (Rittel and Webber 1973). Wicked problems can especially call for
collaboration between disciplines (cf. ibid.; Soini 2015: 69).
6

To operationalize a concept like sustainable development for research, to define it a
normative dimension including negotiation between partners is often necessary
(Wiesmann and Hurni 2011: 51). Such negotiation can also help to reach a compromise
among various worlds of justification associated with spheres like the market, industry
and civic activity (cf. Boltanski and Thévenot 2006), if relevant partners have roles.
Worlds of justification refer to priorities and logic present in each sphere, various easily
contradicting or overshadowing each other. Importantly collaboration efforts can lead to
unbalanced problem ownership if some actors have more influence than others. This can
apply to scientists or societal figures. Likewise legitimacy can be insufficient, due to
somehow underrepresented parties in the research process or in this case in research
priority planning. (Lang et al. 2012: 33.) As discussed in chapter 6, collaboration between
disciplines was one of the focal interests of the studied FE Townhall.

In this thesis sustainable development refers to traditional UN terms (Brundtland
Commission 1987). Especially the Brundtland Commission’s (1987) definition is further
operationalized by using the three pillars people, planet, profit (Kambewa 2007: 17). For
the studied case Figure 1 developed by the current author proposes a simple illustration
that combines the sets of three pillars of sustainable development and Horizon 2020,
illustrating both pronounced wickedness as well as challenges in balancing or accessing
various factors when targeting sustainable competitiveness. Notably most regions or
actors probably aim for their own competitiveness even in cooperation (cf. Slaughter
2011: 2: 8–13).

Figure 1. An illustration of the varying sets of three pillars of sustainable development (people, planet, profit) and
Horizon 2020 goals (industrial leadership, excellent science, societal challenges).

Figure 1 suggests that based on the pillars underlying the studied case societal challenges
should form the basis for activities, balancing people on the one hand and planet on the
other. Solely emphasizing either excellent science or industrial leadership may lead to
different directions, although both may be beneficial for profit. The illustration utilizes
7

Kambewa’s (2007: 17) triangle of people, profit and planet. In the newly developed figure
excellent science is placed above people to highlight a closer link to human capital, while
industrial leadership is placed above planet to emphasize tangible resources, although
both elements (people and planet) are or can be used for both purposes. Generally
interdisciplinarity and collaboration with stakeholders is recommendable in connection
to sustainability (Blackstock et al. 2005; Sarkis et al. 2010: 5). For example UN criteria
for local agenda work highlights cross-sectoral administration including network
governance as well as direct civic participation into decision-making (Häikiö 2005: 20–
21). Culture is an overarching dimension. After the studied event, the UN’s new
sustainable development priorities people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership were
agreed in fall 2015 (UN Aug 2, 2015; UN 2030 Agenda). Taking Figure 1 into account,
new priorities may suggest need to reconsider how various policy goals interact.

According to systems theory changing structures means changing the feedback system or
communications network of a system (Meadows et al. 2005: 260). Network governance
aids to multifacetedly sift through efficient and functional solutions for problems like
climate change and ecological sustainability, while transgovernance may be useful to
further promote synergies and paths to sustainability. So-called “knowledge democracy”
is central for transgovernance, among others utilizing transdisciplinarity and social media.
(Rouhinen 2014: 42, 44–45.) New research support structures like Future Earth may
provide small new elements for network governance.
Future Earth’s three strategic targets are global sustainable development, transformations
towards sustainability and dynamic planet. These strategic targets were introduced at the
studied FE Townhall. Using sociological imagination, I will scrutinize those strategic
targets in connection to the key concept global change awareness identified and
developed for the event. Social scientific research hoping to cross the culture-nature
divide must take into account that humans and societies are partly dependent on natureoriginating factors (Massa 2009: 50). However, especially natural scientific definitions
of environmental problems are easily framed outside of social scientific research. From a
constructivist perspective, changes in the environment are only seen as problems when
they are constructed as such in society. (Massa 2009: 11.) Because the interdisciplinary
strategic targets share features with sociological concepts, for sociological illustration, I
will use elements from the familiar Parsonian acronym AGIL. The developed figure
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ARGIL especially highlights the importance of conceptually separating resources and
other adaptation.

Figure 2. 1. Future Earth’s three strategic targets, 2. AGIL elements with Adaptation as a surrounding feature, 3.
ARGIL where Adaptation includes FE strategic targets, while Resources is a socially coordinated element.

Figure 3. A general ARGIL.

Figure 4. The safe and just living space for humanity by Kate Raworth (2013, modified from Rockström et al. 2009).

In this study, Talcott Parsons’ familiar AGIL concepts – Adaptation, Goal attainment,
Integration, Latency – supplemented with Resources are used, because they share familiar
traits with Future Earth’s strategic targets, and can therefore help to illustrate such targets’
potential scope. Parsons himself used several variations of the finally four-square AGIL.
The acronym AGIL consists of elements Adaptation, Goal attainment, Integration and
Latency (Latent pattern maintenance). Adaptation and Goal attainment were seen as
External, Integration and Latency as Internal problems. (Parsons 1970: 26–50.) In the
9

ARGIL illustration, rather than externality denoting consumptive shaping tasks (resource
use, political decisions), society-level elements now coexist, actors coordinating
resources. Conceptually Adaptation is now seen as comparatively external. Considering
the developed ARGIL, the need lessens to highlight the externality of society-internal
decision-making or political offices linked to governance.

Sociologically the traditional Parsonian AGIL has been criticized for an overly societal
emphasis as well as disregard for environmental factors (Kaufmann 2012: 92–93). The
link to nature has been seen to be insufficient. Restrictions can easily have consequences
for theory users. As Risto Kangas (1994) argues, for example Habermas (1981) ended up
in a very limited view of the lifeworld, when he focused his analysis on Parsons’ (1970)
I and L dimensions Integration and Latent pattern maintenance. Following a structural
theory logic, for Habermas A and G in turn seemed to be systemic. (Kangas 1994: 192–
222; Heiskala 175–177.) Also in 1961, when Parsons used the list order PIGA for each
Primary Social Subsystem, Adaptation’s reference to cultural system, codes and
information clearly lacks reference to broader adaptation (Parsons 1961: 61).
Nevertheless, the AGIL concepts Adaptation, Goal attainment, Integration and Latency
are memorable.

As can be seen from Figure 2.3., when discussing Future Earth targets, the constructed
figure ARGIL lies on Global Sustainable Development for sociological use. This is
comparable with Figure 1, where the two sets of pillars are based on Societal challenges.
For natural scientific or other use also the planet side could form the basis. Developed
further, a general ARGIL (Figure 3) can be used to reflect upon various development
paths. Importantly for this study, ARGIL makes use of the interdisciplinary Future Earth’s
three strategic goals. The developed focal lens (Figure 2.3. nor 3) is not dependent on
other, shifting policy-oriented goals, such as emphasis on specific nations or industrial
leadership (cf. Figure 1). ARGIL is used for analysis in chapter 7.3.

To further motivate the developed formation, the modified ARGIL pattern will also be
studied juxtaposed to Kate Raworth’s (2013) circle of safe and just space for humanity,
which aims to illustrate a sphere for sustainable economic development (see Figure 4).
Raworth’s circle was published in the World Social Science Report 2013 (Leach,
Raworth and Rockström 2013). Raworth’s (2013) figure was used by FE Townhall guest
speaker Heinz Gutscher in his presentation (May 26, 2015), and is also used by Sauli
10

Rouhinen (2014) in his dissertation on Finnish sustainable development policies. This
discussion aims to illustrate that not only is “adaptation” far broader than socially
coordinated resources, the safe and just living space where humans inhabit encompasses
a lifeworld that is broader than strictly socially coordinated variants. Properly realizing
the scope of humans’ lifeworld is crucial, as taking into account the lifeworld helps in
phenomenologically understanding scientific theories of the earth (cf. Juuti 2014).

Key challenges will be discussed further in section 7.3 in connection to global change
awareness. Prioritizing and reflecting upon Future Earth challenges was on the main
agenda of the studied event, thus also influencing the extended case study (cf. Silverman
2006: 80; Babbie 2007: 298; cf. DeWalt 2010: 80–81). Further data analysis aims to avert
the common problem of too much emphasis on the beginning sections of a study (cf.
Meskus 2015: 191). A concise table of Future Earth and EU key challenges can be found
in Appendix 1 for illustration and comparison. While the two sets of challenges exhibit
several common or overlapping elements, potential effects of different emphases (e.g.
pillars in Figure 1) should be taken into account.

Next to science in society and new participation.

2.2 Science in Society
Especially in transdisciplinary research, a science-society interface is valuable to collect
insights for defining a normative dimension for a concept like sustainable development
(Wiesmann and Hurni 2011: 58). In a science-society interface, science can interact in
society, leading to science in society. In a science in society context, public engagement
can contribute to the expansion of expertise. This expansion can either highlight
developments resulting from a spontaneous social process, or more intentional and
directed expansion of expertise guided by policy strategies and exercises (Rask 2008: 25).
Although most public engagement efforts for science and technology (S&T) are
organized top-down, also initiating citizen-led activity that uses public engagement can
be sought (Powell 2011: 325–326). While spontaneous processes are valuable, in this
thesis the public engagement focus is foremost on intentional and guided processes.
As stated by Mikko Rask (2008), because science and technology are “among the key
drivers of societal change”, trying to understand whether the expansion of expertise will
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affect science and technology in the future is of general and sociological interest. In the
governance of science and technology, public engagement related expansion of expertise
is a longer-term trend. Having history in the participatory movement of the 1960s, several
fields related to S&T policy like foresight, risk assessment and technology assessment
have developed following the trend. (Rask 2008: 64.) The PE2020 project defines public
engagement in the project’s context as activities that have “a distinct role for citizens or
stakeholder groups in research and innovation processes” (Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al.
2014: 8). The attended FE Townhall fits this description.

Thanks to developments in public engagement, participatory practices can also give
people more meaningful ways to influence science or policy formation, from traditional
dissemination to interaction in scientific education, accountability as well as responsible
science and innovation (Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014: 8, 6).

Formalized procedures for public engagement include involving civil society
representatives in formal science and technology (S&T) bodies; stakeholder
consultations; transnational and EU-level micro-public processes; direct democracy;
public debates on techno-scientific themes; technology assessment (TA) and foresight;
deliberative processes based on micro-publics; and e-engagement. Citizen initiatives are
a rising trend. Mainly Swiss citizens have occasionally used direct democracy to guide
S&T (on biotechnology, nuclear energy and animal tests), while varying forms of citizen
initiatives, plebiscites and referendums are in use in Austria, Denmark, Germany, Iceland,
Italy, Liechtenstein and Spain. (Rask et al. 2012: 713–715.)

Of S&T public engagement models the consensus conference is possibly the most wellknown, developed in Denmark in 1987 (Powell 2011: 326). For prioritizing research
proposals public engagement pilots have been conducted for example in the UK and
Australia (Smith 2014).
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Figure 5. A Map of Public Participation in Science and Technology (Bucchi and Neresini 2008: 462).

Figure 5 illustrates a map of public participation in science and technology, used for
analysis in chapter 6. The map aims to give a general illustration of a selection of
commonly used event types and is used by Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. (2014: 14) for
PE2020. As the figure indicates, processes of public participation can range from more
spontaneous (including social movements and local protest) to sponsored (including
participatory technology assessment), and enable higher or lower intensity of knowledge
construction for participants. According to Bucchi and Neresini the variables are
continuous, and open-endedness means outputs are hard to predict. (2008: 461–464.)

Generally multiple stakeholder involvement is recommendable for successful innovation
to gain public confidence (Gaskell et al. 2013), and for example e-tools may be a good
way to reach wider publics (cf. Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014: 11). At the same time,
research organizations’ openness to external criteria and increased self-reflexivity can
challenge their identities as expertise-based agencies (Rask 2008: 26). Concretely using
specific research results in any formalized public sector or other procedures is a separate
activity. Otherwise the use of certain findings may depend on individual workers
gathering background material or other expert consultation or source collection methods.
Even if research planning better reflected certain stakeholders’ or citizens’ interests or
concerns, the application of results may vary. Participatory initiatives’, for example the
studied Townhall’s with its associated activities’ tangible effects may well be indirect and
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dependent on additional processes where results may be used. First, planning session
results may or may not be used, secondly potentially resulting research results may or
may not be used for a somehow related purpose. Generally speaking, based on an EUfunded MASIS project results, comparatively Finland can be found among countries with
highly formalized processes for using science in policy-making (Figure 6; MASIS Final
synthesis report 2012: 46). This means that various public processes include aspects
where scientific results or experts are consulted or utilized. Separate procedures for using
research in policy-making can also prove to be relevant for the eventual impact of publicly
engaging research planning, and potentially resulting research.

Figure 6. The use of science in policy-making; grouping of countries (Source: MASIS Final synthesis report 2012:
46, redrawing).

The MASIS report (2012) studied participatory performance including requirements and
supportive factors for public engagement in various countries, and is used as background
material for PE2020. Early PE2020 project findings in turn suggest that innovative public
engagement could mean publicly available engagement tools for specific target groups,
as there are some studies on targeting various groups (Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014:
11). Nevertheless, also empirical studies like this thesis are needed, to gain insight on
how public engagement tools work in practice, especially from a grassroots perspective.
Next a short introduction into new participation.

2.3 New Participation
Participatory methods for public engagement can be used in various sectors and contexts.
In a science in society context, several paradigms for understanding the role of
participatory activities exist. In past years, stakeholder participation has also been used
for science and technology (S&T) policy foresight. Activities have been influenced by
for example an economic paradigm highlighting economic utility, an enlightenment
paradigm for informing the public on S&T issues, or to a smaller extent a critical
paradigm encouraging participants’ critical reflection and sustainable decision-making.
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For example in Finnish biotechnology policy foresight, the economic and enlightenment
paradigms were found to dominate the formation of citizens’ participation. (Rask 2008:
96–97.) According to Carole Pateman (2012), after decades of empirical evidence, times
seem to be favorable for participatory democracy, and considering the currently studied
case possibly also increasingly for participatory planning of science.

Participatory and deliberative processes have developed a lot during the past decades.
Pateman (2012: 8) characterizes especially commissioned deliberative forums sponsored
by a governmental or non-governmental entity as participatory mini-publics, where the
topic is typically selected by the commissioning body. Deliberation simplifiedly means a
process by a set of participants to produce a common understanding of an issue, after
engaging in thorough fact-based argumentation and debate (cf. Offe 2011; Sancho 2003).
Deliberation can be advocated within civil society (e.g. Habermas), associating decisionmaking with political institutions, or combining deliberation and representation (e.g.
Rawls). Only a minority of theorists connect deliberation with direct democracy. (Cf.
Sancho 2003: 3, 5; see also Cooke 2002.)

Proposed public engagement methods have ranged from modifying conventional
institutions to citizen panels or “micro publics” and e-governance tools, inspired by
theorists like Habermas and Rawls. (Rask et al. 2012: 710; cf. Pateman 2012: 8.) Mini
and micro public are alternative terms for a similar concept. Generally while participatory
tools may aim to bring decision-making closer to citizens and communities or publics,
also representativeness and the balance of participation opportunities should be
considered. (See e.g. Korvela 2012; also della Porta & Diani 2006: 238.) After all,
traditionally representativeness has been seen as relevant for both democracy and science.
For example the PE2020 project’s first PE typology results suggest that although various
cases already include several forms of engagement such as training and dissemination,
many lack institutionalization. Collaborating with online communities or local
organizations and partnerships between research groups and community groups is
recommendable. (Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014: 12.) That said, based on democracy
experiences implementing alternative participatory models may be difficult, and citizens’
impact may vary, for example in participatory budgeting from allocating concrete sums
to a consultative role. Political will and political culture are central for further genuine
democratization. (Della Porta & Diani 2006: 238; Pateman 2012: 7, 14–15.)
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Societally democracy policies and participatory democracy initiatives can be motivated
by a desire to solve the dilemma of otherwise lessening societal participation (e.g.
Happonen 2015: 76). In planning activities or products, in addition to science and
technology, participatory methods encouraging input from users or community members
can be used in fields ranging from product development to e-planning (Saad-Sulonen
2014) and housing modernization (Soini 2015). Also hackathons, public engagement
events for collecting participants’ ideas have increased. Hackathons can include a
technological element like coding and/or a do-it-yourself (DIY) spirit. Lilly Irani (2015)
has linked hackathons to rehearsing entrepreneurial citizenship.

Eco innovations have been sought in events like the NTx Apps Challenge in North Texas,
seeking software-based solutions to improve living quality and sustainability. Stages
often include innovating and then pivoting when facing challenges in practical execution.
(Clark 2014.) Sitra, the Finnish Innovation Fund recently organized a “basic income
hack” encouraging initiatives like visualizations, test methods or simulations for
developing Finnish basic income (Sitra 2016). Also courses can be called hackathons. For
example a five-day Digital Humanities Hackathon course invited participants from
humanities, social sciences and computer sciences (DHH’15 2015).

Within a democracy context, in new or participatory democracy, citizen groups can get
to participate directly in consultations or decision-making. Available options may or may
not be somehow selected by them. In Finland participatory budgeting has been used for
example in Tampere’s Tesomajärvi (Salminen and Häikiö 2016) and for Helsinki’s new
Central Library (keskustakirjasto.fi 2012). Also Sitra (2012) has advocated new
democracy initiatives. Participatory considerations discussed in this thesis may apply to
participatory platforms in general, but the considerations of this thesis are especially
focused on public engagement concerning societal challenge priorities for research.

Considering where results may be used, emphases in fields like science can differ from
public engagement connected to public institutions or community processes.
Nevertheless, public sector affairs can seem relevant because the studied town hall
meeting took place in a Europe Hall and also officials were invited. International actors
or a community setting do not necessarily indicate any direct links to public processes.
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3 Framing Local Participation
Next to general participatory concerns potentially affecting events like the studied
townhall meeting. This chapter will scrutinize theoretical as well as practical notes on
publics and deliberation, followed by aspects possibly framing participation and
deliberation. Participatory initiatives aiming to engage publics may rely on certain
understandings of publics as well as participants’ roles, for example as passive targets or
active stakeholders in deliberation. Notably even stakeholder engagement activities can
be participatory (two-way) or informative (one-way) (Durham et al. 2014: 62).

Public spheres are arenas where publics can interact. Various public spheres exist.
Classically, in Habermas’ idealized bourgeois public sphere free citizens could engage in
well-argumented and sophisticated debate. (Habermas 2004 [1990]: 146–147.) Later on
even Habermas has acknowledged limitations affecting public discourse, referring to the
constitution for institutionalizing will formation (see e.g. Tykkyläinen). Meanwhile the
significance of workers’ proletarian publics and critical counterpublics have been
highlighted by theorists like Nancy Fraser (1992), noting the intricacies affecting
participation in public spheres. Alexander Negt and Oskar Kluge (1993 [1972]: 3) state
that a public sphere has use-value when social experience can organize within it, either
for emancipatory aims or for a dominant interest.

As depicted by Negt and Kluge (1993 [1972]), differing from bourgeois or proletarian
public spheres, public spheres of production are coordinated by a certain entity, and
utilize participants’ input. These public spheres in the third dimension are instrumental,
from institutions like the parliament to industrial mass media. Instead of mere public
opinion formation, participants may be welcomed to take part in productive tasks, while
at the same time lacking real critical potential. Generally Negt and Kluge see that
coherently getting across a critical experience is difficult, because there are divided
private interests associated with spheres of production. (1993 [1972]: 15–16.) Despite
several variants, an illusory public sphere representing the totality of society aims to exist.
Because of exclusion tendencies, the public sphere must renew itself to be able to make
such a claim. (Negt and Kluge 1993 [1972]: 79.) In today’s society, varying actors’
increased emphasis on new forms of public engagement can be considered as public
spheres’ renewal attempts to better represent or attract targeted publics.
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Nick Mahony (2008) describes certain new participatory platforms to be paradoxical
publics. Paradoxical publics are summoned up by publicity material, while connected
narratives refer to both public change and continuity. Instead of self-organization,
coordinating efforts are used to encourage ideas for change and to enable suitably
harmonious continuity through participation. (Mahony 2008: 226–228.) Pauli Rautiainen
(2013) in turn distinguishes between processes of innovating and limiting in forms of
democratic participation (keksimisen ja rajoittamisen prosessit). On the one hand social
communities innovate and steer desired development processes. On the other hand, the
tyranny of the majority guided by institutions limits such development processes, taking
stands on what needs to be preserved and what to avoid.
Building on Negt and Kluge’s ideas (1993 [1972], a public sphere of production’s limited
critical potential might largely result from its current coordinators’ roles in preparing,
framing or publishing the outcomes of collective efforts. Whether published input is used
elsewhere depends on still other actors. In this study I aim to further illustrate the
thought’s relevance for the studied FE Townhall, where local publics were invited to
elaborate upon and learn about key global challenges.

The studied FE Townhall including local insight collection and discussion on key
challenges can be seen to reside after preceding rounds of idea screenings. In addition to
international UN goals, Future Earth arranged consultations with global environmental
change communities, starting in Washington, D.C. in January 2014. First challenges were
compiled into 450 research priorities or questions in need of answer by science. Then in
May 2014 a priority setting workshop was organized in Kyoto, leading to 125 priorities.
These were further narrowed down into 62 in a final review in June–August 2014 in
Beijing. (Future Earth Strategic Research Agenda 2014: 10.) Later Future Earth launched
eight key focal challenges.
These preceding screenings and associated preparations can help to explain the studied
event’s characterization as belonging into a new public sphere of production. Several
preceding stages with associated decisions influence and guide the activity room of those
participating in an event like the studied FE Townhall. I propose that Future Earth’s
research priority setting can thus be approached from the perspective of general planning
stages in idea development (Figure 7; developed by the author from Lempiälä 2011: 23;
Cooper 1988: 243). The term product can be used in connection to research-related goods
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(e.g. Lang et al. 2012: 34). Stages before actual product development can be called front
end stages (ibid.), “product development” in this study referring to local Living Lab
activities and their results. The developed figure will be used for analysis in chapter 7.

Figure 7. Planning stages of idea development (1–4) for Future Earth’s research priorities. Local events after
preceding international steps. GO = idea taken forward. (Developed by the current author from Lempiälä 2011: 23,
from Cooper 1988: 243.)

Considering participatory idea collection rounds and development stages, four general
stages can be found: initial screening, preliminary evaluation, concept evaluation and
“product development”. Similar stages can also be found in product development. (Cf.
Lempiälä 2011: 23–24.) These main activities are the task of organizers in charge of
evaluating that part of the process. Before each main activity, I have developed a public
engagement triangle, by this replacing material product development’s contribution
channels, namely technical and market input feeds. This way each planning stage has one
participatory triangle each (see Figure 7). Notably, to analyze participatory activities I
have added “local insights” after concept evaluation, because the Future Earth concept
including eight key challenges was already formed before the studied event. This differs
from material product development, where stage 4 after preceding planning stages no
longer includes public engagement. For Future Earth activities, public engagement is
closely linked to and even a part of their methodologically participatory product.
Importantly the figure’s number of main stages does not refer to the actual number of
steps in the process, but instead several similar steps may take place. While linear models
may be seen to simplify innovative front end processes (Lempiälä 2011: 23–24), the
illustration nevertheless aids to visualize stages. The illustration of planning phases from
initial screening to preliminary evaluation and concept approval before final product
development is also helpful for further reflecting upon and developing Negt and Kluge’s
notion of coordinated public spheres of production with possibly limited critical potential.
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3.1 Experience and Influence
As already suggested, new participatory platforms may be examples of new public
spheres of production as characterized by Negt and Kluge (1993 [1972]). This would
mean coordinated and organized activity, from which some may benefit. Limited critical
potential might result from coordinators’ roles in preparing, framing or publishing the
outcomes of collective efforts. More specifically Negt and Kluge also discuss public
spheres of knowledge production (1993 [1972]: 144) including universities, but the notion
of a public sphere of production applies for participatory platforms using public
engagement. Similar participatory methods can be used for both academic and public
sector purposes. Possible participatory implications will be discussed further below.

As Nancy Fraser (1992) highlights, strong publics are connected to concrete decisionmaking like the parliament, which Negt and Kluge characterize as a sphere of production.
Also various other deliberation platforms might sometimes constitute strong publics, if
the participants can be proven to have influence in actual decisions. This could be the
case if participants have influence on planning priorities or processes, but the actual
influence of practices should be assessed individually. Following Fraser’s idea,
participation where selected participants can concretely allocate money or draft policy
would imply a strong public. Nevertheless, also underlying preconditions as well as the
possibly labor-intensive nature of a public sphere of production and associated life quality
effects should be considered, as emphasized by Negt and Kluge (1993 [1972]: 21).
Furthermore, sociologically notably although Fraser (1992) highlights strong publics, she
also discusses bourgeois and subaltern or counterpublics, each traditionally existing
alongside each other. Various forms have their purposes.

Especially taking into account the varying backgrounds of potential participants,
collaboration and group deliberation are influenced by various factors. Within publics
and public spheres of production, for example Negt and Kluge have reservations about
possible limitations connected to participants’ backgrounds. In addition to expertise, Negt
and Kluge refer to more easily acknowledged “dominant knowledge”, which should be
taken into account (Negt and Kluge 1993 [1972]: 6, 11). Dominant knowledge will be
discussed in more detail below. On assemblies Claus Offe (2011: 467–468) highlights the
setting should not favor certain participants or views. Facilitators or moderators are
important. Concrete applicable results are recommendable. (Ibid.) Considerations like the
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actual implementation of produced results are also part of the ethical aspects connected
to the social context of experimental research. (Babbie 2007: 372.)
According to Negt and Kluge those who are seen to have “experience” in the bourgeois
public sphere have dominant knowledge, which means they know how to properly exploit
the sphere. (Negt and Kluge 1993 [1972]: 11.) In contrast people with for example little
education may be affected by limitations, such as a narrow horizon of experience (cf.
Negt and Kluge 1993 [1972]: 6, 10; cf. Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 132–133). As
public spheres can produce experiences for citizens to consume, biases can be problematic
added to dominant knowledge. Even if no actual difference in experience quality exists,
more visibility for certain kinds of experiences or knowledge can easily distort social
actors’ understanding of phenomena or affairs. An Australian example on three research
proposal prioritizing pilots suggests differing backgrounds may well have consequences
for participation. In the pilots, although potential participants were especially asked to
invite others from outside science, participants still possessed higher than average
education. This even though also during event registration participants without science
degrees were preferred. (Smith 2014.) In addition to education level, as suggested above,
Boltanski and Thévenot’s (2006) differing worlds of justification can affect perceivedly
dominant knowledge. Already in education, taking into account lifeworld experiences
could help pupils grasp scientific theories and views of the earth (Juuti 2014).
Even when participants’ education level or other elements are relatively similar, the
interests of various participants may not easily be summarized into a common interest.
Agonistic pluralism highlights the multidimensional nature of stakeholder interests,
which agonistic competitors in a certain field may want to promote. This agonism differs
from antagonism, which would imply hostility. (Mouffe 2005.) Also reaching
compromises between differing worlds of justification, such as civic, industrial or market
may be challenging. However, actions such as constructing schools are usually the result
of complicated compromises, in addition to actors themselves in fact being amalgams of
various worlds of justification in a single cosmos. (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006: 185,
235, 277, 341; Luhtakallio 2012: 200.) Also taking into account the overall plausibility
of finding successful outcomes is crucial, as in the case of finding solutions for research
priorities linking global change awareness and sustainability with competitiveness.
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While in collaborative events reaching a mutual understanding may be desirable,
conflicting interests or ideas often emerge. Especially longer processes can include
“troublemakers”, as has been noted for EU-funded agricultural LEADER’s Local Action
Group activity (Nousiainen 2012b). Sometimes trouble-making can be linked to
participants having persistent ideas (Lempiälä 2011: 25). Trouble-making may also be
another expression for politicizing issues, indicating an approach can be questioned.
Especially following Camille Hamidi’s enlarged definition, politicization can take into
account not only politics happening outside of institutional politics, but also similar
actions regardless of whether actors “actually think” they are engaged in politicization.
Processes like politicizations are typically too complex to grasp definitely, especially
without the possibility to read the minds of actors. (Luhtakallio 2012: 8.) Politicization
and opposing ideas might also be a way to avoid groupthink, a psychological phenomenon
where peer pressure leads to a seemingly orthodox consensus. (Cf. Ruggiero 1996: 119.)
Especially considering a topic like environmental affairs or sustainability, seeking even
the best consensus may well overlook some aspects influencing the surrounding world.

Some problems may be linked to a pragmatic dilemma of fitting together increasing
variety and productive convergence, where variety is utilized to make an outcome
“sufficiently articulated and robust”, while convergence aims for coherence (Rask 2008:
132). The dilemma can be illustrated by nearly oxymoronic advice: in a democratic
context Pateman (2012: 8) notes a participant group should be small enough as well as
representative enough for genuine deliberativeness and representativeness.

Based on a review of selected science-related participatory exercise reports, Mikko Rask
(2008) notes possible limitations for expanding participation in large-scale events. In a
German participatory technology assessment the approach was seen to mostly rationalize
deliberation and restore the credibility of experts instead of offering new knowledge or
democratization. In other instances also simplifying complex relations, reifying existing
social inequalities or the effect of suspecting either participants’ competence or
organizers’ regulatory imprecision have been reported. Nevertheless, Rask suggests that
participatory approaches should be improved rather than rejected. (Ibid.: 32–33.) Also
needed preparatory work from both participants and organizers may be central.

Participants specialized in a certain area such as research or policy may be relatively well
equipped to take part in deliberative processes or sessions. Nevertheless, as noted,
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reaching compromises between differing worlds of justification or fields might be
challenging (cf. Luhtakallio 2012: 200). Furthermore, in a distantly Marxist vein, it may
be applicable to consider who owns the tools of production in a public sphere of
production, and possibly reaps suitable added value from the produced results.

A sphere of production can feed on citizens' life experiences and expertise, instead of
providing truly citizen-initiated content for publics. However, in Negt and Kluge’s
Marxist axiom social wealth is created and can therefore be reappropriated by the
producing subjects. (Hansen 1993: xxix–xxxi, xxxiii.) The process and results of public
sphere activities can benefit participants and their interests, but the overall balance of
invested effort, control over outcomes, final results and their dissemination as well as
proliferation is also central. Dissemination of results through briefings and presentations
can also be seen as communicative validation (Saad-Sulonen 2014: 79).
Even when following polyarchic ideals, people’s abilities to assess actual participation
opportunities may weaken their role as supervisors or decision-making influencers
(Happonen 2015: 74–76). In other words increasing inequalities may result if some
participants select less effective arenas than others. In any case poor representativeness
can lead to less legitimacy (e.g. Lang et al. 2012: 33). In a science context Mikko Rask
(2008: 52, 132) scrutinizes the dilemma of requisite variety in foresight. Productive
convergence aims to transfer this variety of views into concrete guidelines or products.
As Rask notes, the process can take place through formal or informal channels. (Ibid.:
52.) In the public sector Korvela (2012) estimates that administration may be under a
naïve impression that consulting focus groups like NGOs and other interest groups
improves democracy, although it may in fact weaken equal participation opportunities, as
participants have not been democratically elected and have no official responsibility.

As foresight is a time and resource-consuming policy instrument, as a public intervention
it should be justifiable as both appropriately carried out and producing desirable impacts
(Rask 2008: 139). Especially sociologists have traditionally emphasized the merit of also
seeking the views of those otherwise easily marginalized from and by the mainstream and
prevailing authorities. Also considering the possible effect of resources, it is essential to
assess whether utilizing or preferring the input of those who are readily available to
participate is entirely ethical due to possible bias of data.
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Even if suitably varied participants were reached, engaging activities can take up time or
energy otherwise used for something else. Despite open innovation ideology (cf. Orava
2009: 11–12), that time may be taken away from developing one’s own organization or
employment strategies and skills, leisure time or other active citizenship. Especially if
publics change from data sources to co-producers and initiatives aim to become expertiseoriented, considering the appropriate amount of work or input from participants is central.
Compact short events have been suggested to be realistic and beneficial for both
participants and organizers, also for example including compensation like lunch while
limiting related costs. (Smith 2014.) Furthermore, potential participants’ differing
backgrounds, resources and options as aspects possibly influencing participation in public
engagement tasks should be considered, as well as other factors affecting willingness.

As indicated above, the roles of session coordinators or researchers and engaged publics
can differ considerably. Notably once for example laypeople from engaged publics
articulate public views of issues, they can easily be seen as challenging activists (cf.
Powell & Colin 2011: 341). Such considerations supplement categorizations like public
engagement in research coming top-down from funders, bottom-up from NGO activists,
in addition to researchers themselves being publicly engaged (Creating Publics online).

3.2 Town Hall Meeting
A town hall meeting is a form of open discussion event held to engage publics on certain
issues. A town hall meeting can be seen as more collaborative than for example multistakeholder forums or questionnaires (cf. Table 1). Here the spelling town hall is used to
refer to the concept’s origins in a concrete location, a town hall, while the FE Townhall
organized in another hall uses an alternative spelling, used to refer to the concept more
metaphorically. On a continuum of controlled performance, town hall meetings and live
debates offer more room for spontaneity, while events like conventions represent a more
planned, choreographed event type (Mast 2012: 24). Also scientists like sociologists can
be invited to speak at town hall convenings (e.g. Nyden 2012: 146–147). In a typical town
hall meeting, the views of participants are collected or opportunities to speak out given.
In the event type used by Future Earth Finland, participation included a pre-assignment
during registration to further enhance participants’ role in influencing the town hall
meeting discussions.
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Informing

Town Hall meeting:
FE Townhall
Multi-stakeholder forums
**
Lectures:
Presentations
Questionnaires/surveys:
Pre-assignment, feedback
Website
**
**
Social media:
Twitter (photos etc.)
Steering group:
Engagement
committee
speaker

Consulting

Engaging

Collaboration

*

**

**

*
*

**
*

*
*

**

*

*

**
**

*
*

*
*
**

Table 1. Levels of co-design and examples of collaboration methods. Elements present at the studied FE Townhall in
bold and with added examples. One star indicates a suitable form of collaboration, while two stars indicate an
especially suitable collaboration method for a specific group. (FE Townhall details added by the current author.
Order edited from Durham et al. 2014: 68, also in Suni and Koskinen.)

Table 1 mostly follows the Biodiversa table as utilized by Future Earth (Suni and
Koskinen). However, the order is edited for this thesis in order to highlight relevance for
the studied Townhall. In addition, elements most strongly present at the meeting are in
bold typeface and with added explanatory examples under list entries. Notably
categorizations can also depend on who is performing an activity like giving a lecture: an
organizer, partner, stakeholder etc. For method selection Durham et al. recommend
identifying stakeholders first, then levels of engagement and roles for stakeholders, and
then choosing suitable methods and timing. Most projects should include various levels
of engagement and several methods for each, although not every stakeholder has to be
involved in each. (2014: 68–69.) Also PE2020’s PE typology suggest that general
representation may be achieved through multilevel engagement, while innovative
methods are yet to be found. (Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014: 14.) Notably collaboration
may involve more negotiation between certain parties, thus differing from deliberation
(Rask Oct 13, 2015; cf. Lang et al. 2012: 33). That said, in an open workshop event
registering participants may attend an event with varying degrees of background
information and preparation.

A combination of various methods including town hall meetings, focus groups, working
committees and technical advisory groups can be useful to engage larger audiences,
stakeholders and representatives. For example an American communal Leon River
Project found focus groups in addition to townhall meetings useful to enhance
participation. In the project first willing stakeholders with a common background field
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formed focus groups for more intensive engagement, then working committees were
formed of representatives from each focus group, thus enabling various activity levels.
The aim was to offer enough feedback opportunities to prevent need for challenging or
litigating the process. (Dulay 2011: 17–19.) Future Earth also includes steering groups
and an engagement committee for local core actors in addition to townhall meetings and
other activities. Questionnaires are used to collect event feedback (Suni Feb 13, 2016).

A modified town hall meeting itself can also be an alternative way to organize focus
groups (Zuckerman-Parker and Shank 2008: 633–635). In one such instance dozens of
participating teachers invited for group interviews were organized into several teams for
coinciding timetable reasons. Based on the experience Zuckerman-Parker and Shank
recommend that in such a modified townhall focus group principles should be enhanced
so that professionals placed in the same group preferably share some qualities or are
enabled to self-organize into groups to encourage interaction. (Ibid.) The difference with
usual town hall meetings and modified focus groups as utilized by Zuckerman-Parker and
Shank (2008) is that at town hall meetings, participants are generally invited to discuss
community matters or shared societal concerns, whereas the modification utilized by
Zuckerman-Parker and their team focused on issues related to professional development.
Either way peer groups may provide a beneficial environment for free dialogue without
intimidation caused by more prominent participants or large audiences, especially with
strong interests or frustration (Dulay 2011: 20–21).

Previous experiences of events prioritizing research proposals suggest that enabling
participants to express seating preferences or register in groups may lead to “seed”
participants, who using snowball sampling in turn attract others not otherwise likely to
attend science-related events. However, while this may encourage wider participation, it
may also lead to power imbalances, for example if those who draw others to participate
are more confident in discussions. (Smith 2014.) Otherwise focus groups measuring
public opinion may aim for a broad cross-section of the adult population, dividing
participants into groups of lay people and those with prior experience (Gaskell et al.
2013). Generally Durham et al. (2014: 70) recommend planners to find out how
stakeholder engagement fits with external agendas and policy processes, plan with
research team expertise in mind and prepare to adapt while aware of local culture and
customs. An experienced facilitator is also important. (Ibid.: 73.)
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3.3 Previous Future Earth Townhall Meetings
As noted in the Introduction, the observed FE Townhall was the first Future Earth
Townhall Meeting in Finland. However, similar events have also been organized in other
countries.

For example in the UK, a Future Earth Town Hall meeting was organized by the Royal
Society and the British Academy in London on June 21, 2013, and in Ireland as a Royal
Irish Academy Townhall meeting on September 17, 2014 (Royal Society 2013, Irish
Royal Society 2014). In total, since late 2012, as planned by the Future Earth Transition
Team, a series of worldwide national and regional events have been organized to engage
the research community in co-designing Future Earth activity (Royal Society Report
2013).

Compared to two selected previous FE Townhalls, organized in the UK in 2013 and
Ireland in 2014, the Finnish agenda also included a pre-assignment. The following
assessment is based on the selected meetings’ websites and published information such
as the UK Town Hall Meeting Report (Royal Academy Report 2013) and the Irish Royal
Academy Briefing Note (2013) before scrutinizing the studied Finnish event data in
chapters 4–7. The following comparison will also potentially illustrate the Finnish
Townhall’s placement on the map of public participation given in section 2.2.

A summary report of the UK Town Hall Meeting promises concrete results for Future
Earth:
“The Future Earth programme arose from, and will replace, the existing
framework of global environmental change programmes; it will be taken
forward by the Science and Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability,
currently comprising the International Council for Science (ICSU), the
International Social Science Council (ISSC), the
Belmont Forum of funding agencies and three UN bodies (UNESCO,
UNEP and UNU)” []
“Based on the vision developed by the Future Earth Transition Team, a
series of worldwide national and regional events have been held since late
2012 to engage the broad research community in the co-design of Future
Earth actions and activities.
Over 170 individuals from academic, private sector, governmental and civil
society backgrounds participated in the UK ‘town hall’ meeting on 21 June,
contributing their ideas through plenary discussions and breakout
sessions.”
(Royal Academy Report 2013: 1, emphases added.)
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For the Royal Irish Academy Townhall Meeting of 2014, no official report has been
published, but based on the participant briefing, researchers were prepared for the role of
becoming informed of potential Future Earth research priorities. According to the event’s
briefing note
“The goals of the Townhall are twofold:
to raise awareness of the Future Earth initiative across the Irish research
community in the sciences, humanities and social sciences, and to
communicate potential roles and opportunities for Irish researchers
pertaining to Future Earth.
An overview of the Townhall, key themes and issues identified over the
course of the day, will be circulated by the Academy following the event.
This overview will feed into a formal report that the Academy will produce
and disseminate to research funders, government departments and the
general research community.”
(Royal Irish Academy Briefing Note 2014, emphases added.)
Comparing the UK and Irish meetings, do the excerpts indicate that at least the UK,
participants were promised a concrete role in shaping the existing framework of global
environmental change programmes, indicating a strong public (cf. Fraser 1992)? The UK
excerpt even promises that the programme will be taken forward by the Science and
Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability. After careful scrutiny the role of shaping
the framework is actually given to the Future Earth programme, while the events are
forums for co-designing actions and activities, and the UK Town Hall Meeting for
contributing ideas (Royal Academy Report 2013: 1). Likewise in Ireland, based on the
short excerpt above, in the Irish event the key themes and issues were identified during
the meeting day itself. This would lessen the preceding work but arguably also potential
impact by participants on the day’s arrangements and priorities known in advance by
organizers. In this regard the Finnish event seems to have been more participatory in
advance, as priorities written down by participants were in fact collected, summarized by
the organizers and distributed to the participants at the beginning of the Townhall
Meeting. For effects the Finnish event invitation promises: “The input from the
discussions will be collected, summarized and used to develop the activities of Living Lab
network” (Appendix 2). Thus compared to the UK event, co-design of Future Earth
actions and activities is in Finland replaced with Living Lab network. The target where
collected insights will be used does not in itself necessarily indicate differing levels of
participation or co-creation. Likewise no specific intensity of usage is promised.
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4 Data and Methods
This thesis uses mixed methods for an extended case study. The primary method is
participant observation, which can also be called participatory observation (e.g. Ruggiero
1996: 60–61). The attended event is Future Earth Finland's first townhall meeting
organized in Eurooppasali, Helsinki on May 26th 2015. Participant observation was
selected to experience the event “firsthand”, also collecting various forms of data for
sociological analysis (cf. Silverman 2006: 68; Lichterman 2002: 121). For method
guidelines I have consulted previously conducted studies (Mahony 2008, Laine 2012,
Perttuli 2009, Luhtakallio 2012) and method literature (e.g. Babbie 2007: 301–315;
Koskinen et al. 2005: 77–103; DeWalt 2010), modifying approaches for the purposes of
this thesis. I also use content analysis (cf. Babbie 2007: 328–330), visual analysis (cf.
Luhtakallio 2012: 194–195; Goffman 1974) and word frequency analysis using Atlas.ti.

The studied FE Townhall is a fruitful intersection between Future Earth with its key
global challenges, and the EU initiated project Public Engagement Innovations for
Horizon 2020. On a general conceptual level, especially enticingly for sociological
analysis, in a Finnish context already the selected mix of a tradition-evoking, accessible
or community-centred town hall meeting and futuristic and globally oriented Future
Earth provoke vivid, partly contrasting and even postmodern images of locality and
forward-looking development. The studied meeting’s European locale brings an
additional mediating element between local and global. Utilizing an identity-supporting
European venue, through the town hall concept community spirit seems to be evoked
amidst international collaboration (cf. Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002: 168–169). Local
and international associations will be discussed further in sections below.

When looking at the first Finnish event of a novel concept, in addition to discussing
participatory aspects my analysis also aims to shed light on Future Earth’s agenda to
complement and deepen the analysis in connection to the observed event. Theoretical
considerations, preceding preparations and added material helped to gain perspective for
an extended case study (cf. Silverman 2006: 80; Babbie 2007: 298; cf. DeWalt 2010: 80–
81). Especially taking into account the foreseen specialization of other participants, as a
participant researcher preparations were useful in communicating effectively with others.
(Cf. Maertens 2014: 12, 18; DeWalt 2010: 56–57.) At the same time, remaining open to
interactions and discoveries, theory-driven participant observation can help to address
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some limitations with generalizability associated with a field-driven approach. Rather
than aiming to develop completely new social theory, an extended case study is useful for
building on and refining existing theory and extending field observation views of a case,
while ultimately reconstructing preexisting theory. (Lichterman 2002: 122–124.)

As the meeting was advertised to potential participants as open to anyone interested in
addition to experts, especially meeting hall sessions and discussions in the presence of
organizers can be seen as front stage activities. Differing from closed backstage meetings,
participants were prepared for information collection and interacting with previously
unknown discussion partners. (Cf. Koskinen et al. 2005: 92; Goffman 1956: 17–19;
Lempiälä 2011: 17, 84–86.)

As a participant observer, my first plan was to present myself foremost as an adult student
of sociology with work experience and a Master’s thesis interest in participatory
platforms. That said, to further enhance group work and participation, prior to the meeting
I also acquainted myself with additional background information concerning the main
topics of the event. This is in line with the principles of the used extended case study
method. Thus after the event program I for example browsed through materials available
on PE2020 and Future Earth websites. (E.g. Future Earth Strategic Research Agenda
2014, Future Earth 2025 Vision etc.) Accordingly this no doubt had effects on
observations, although I approached the event with an open mind, not knowing how the
event would be organized or what might raise interest for further analysis. My interests
were also guided by previous NGO and work experience.

Due to the general nature of the event, the roles of a participant sociology student
generally interested in participatory platforms including the attended event and a Master’s
thesis researcher specifically interested in participatory platforms such as the attended
event were largely overlapping. In other words, in an event full of researchers and experts,
each with their own focus areas, a sociology student with research interests might not
automatically raise explicit attention. (Cf. Kuula 2006: 86–87.) Thus after the meeting
and further scrutiny of potential data, I again contacted two organizing entities about my
thesis plan by emails and phone to ensure consent and to gain additional information. I
also sent emails to in total five potential group participants. Although my field notes were
not identifiable nor included names, aided by organization information on the participant
list I attempted to recall some. First I contacted three, then after sending two repliers more
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information I also contacted two more, explaining my topic in more detail in the first
email. Importantly except for official speakers all field notes are anonymous. The second
expert meeting with Mikko Rask was held after the summer (Oct 13, 2015). Later I also
contacted guest speaker Heinz Gutscher by email to ensure permission to use the
presentation outline. Gutscher also kindly sent some articles. FE Finland’s secretary
general Tanja Suni replied to my email questionnaire (Feb 13, 2016).

Originally my research interest lay most strongly in political sociology and civic
participation. However, at the end of 2013 I first encountered a press release for the
international project Public Engagement Innovations for Horizon 2020 – PE2020. The
project planned to study public engagement for science in society. After inquiring about
thesis writer accessibility and timetables, later I also learned about collaborative events.
In January–February of 2014 I did background work and wrote a field of specialization
essay, but mainly because of timetables the thesis idea was first discarded for
approximately a year. During that year I worked in university administration. When I
finally spotted an advertisement for the later studied FE Townhall in spring 2015, the
event’s transdisciplinary theme seemed quite challenging and academic. Luckily previous
NGO and work experience added to world politics and business studies supported
participating in an event connected to sustainable development and global change
awareness. Thus as a sociology student I ended up taking part in Finland’s first
multidisciplinary FE Townhall on global change research priorities.

4.1 Research Ethics
An open workshop event although with registration situated in a public or semi-public
location like the Europe Hall can be seen as accessible for both participants and those
interested in research. Nevertheless, taking into account the participants’ perspective an
event potentially collecting people from various sectors of society requires attention to
discretion. (Cf. Kuula 2006: 86–94, 112–120, 237, 274.) To limit obtrusiveness,
discretion is also important when studying an event that may be previously unknown to
participants (cf. Babbie 2007: 319).

Entering the field began by contacting and registering through organizers. All field notes
of participants were anonymous, and no delicate information was collected. When
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analyzing data and presenting findings, I have worked meticulously to ensure the
anonymity of participants. Official speakers and presenters in turn are named, noting that
their speeches reflect their assigned roles for the studied event. As a thesis-writing student
my nonaffiliated role is research ethically important, as findings have not been influenced
by a professional link to organizers. A student’s nonaffiliated role also stems from
pragmatic reasons. Meanwhile preceding information on public engagement, my general
preparations as well as a decade of previous work and NGO experience supported and
potentially guided event participation and observation. Work experience includes both
private and public sectors (including 2.5 years as a Finnish MP’s assistant) and university
administration (in total 2.5 years in Aalto and the University of Helsinki).

4.2 Data
Participant
Presenter
Speaker
Organizer
Panelist
Group participant

Type of activity
Thematic presentation
Stakeholder engagement speech
Group work summary speech
Panel + comment speech
Group work

Participant

Plenary discussion

N
5 + panel chair
1
1
6 + 2 + panel chair
6 + stakeholder +
coordinator
N participants (varied)

Table 2. Future Earth Townhall Meeting activities by participant role and activity.

After consulting various documents, to supplement the participatory observation, as
additional Future Earth data I have also utilized the Townhall programme (FE Finland
programme 2015), pre-assignment handouts (FE Finland pre-assignment answers 2015),
event summary (FE Finland Townhall summary 2015) and the Future Earth 2025 Vision
as textual content analysis data (cf. Babbie 2007: 328–330). In addition I sent a one-page
questionnaire to Future Earth Finland at the end of December 2015. The received email
response included a commented questionnaire and two short emails (Suni Feb 13, 2016).
My second email had also included a draft of this thesis text. The text did not receive
separate comments, but was nevertheless available for FE Finland staff. Additionally two
expert meetings were held with coordinator Mikko Rask (Feb 3, 2014 and Oct 13, 2015)
of the supporting PE2020 project on science in society. The first meeting (2014) was
timed before the start of the PE2020 project, the second one (2015) included feedback on
a draft of this FE Townhall thesis, thus offering additional insight in addition to
sociological perspectives available through studies.
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After studying the key concept global change awareness, to test and further develop
sociological concepts, the Future Earth 2025 Vision is also studied juxtaposed to the
Brundtland Commission’s (1987) definition for sustainable development. While PE2020
and Horizon 2020 data have been utilized especially in sections 2 and 3, Horizon 2020
challenges are also used as comparative data in 7.4 to shed light on layers of materiality
shared by the internationally defined challenges.

While the extended case approach has influenced the research process, in analysis
supplementing materials were utilized after first coding rounds of collected participant
observation data, enabling concentration on firsthand findings and analysis. The utilized
data and methods have been selected based on accessibility and to enable sociologically
fruitful analysis. I have paid special attention to the anonymity of participants. Master
frames have been selected aiming to capture central insights from those attending the
novel event, as well as for sociological relevance. This thesis therefore hopes to offer a
new addition into the available body of sociological research on participatory events.

4.3 Methods
After identifying a potentially suitable event advertisement, entering the field began by
contacting an organizer informant (cf. Koskinen et al. 2005: 83), then after a positive
reply also emailing and registering through the participant application process.
Registration included a pre-assignment form.

At the event field note data was first collected into a notebook as observations, partly
including abbreviations. Then after the event I transferred notes into a computer file
adding more text (field notes: N = 26 pages). Approximately this phase happened during
the first three days during and after the event. After transcribing notes and searching for
various recurring instances from data with repeated codings I considered frames a
potential alternative for data analysis. Thus approaching coding as keying I also identified
potential frames deemed suitable for social scientific and sociological analysis (cf.
Goffman 1974: 44–45). The preparations and foci help to structure the observation report,
influenced by Luhtakallio’s (2012) dominant frames. This general phase happened most
actively during summer months of 2015.
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While theories on governance tools and deliberation discussed above in chapter 2 and 3
are important and provide crucial background understanding for approaching initiatives
and participatory events like the FE Townhall, also additional materials help to gain
perspective for an extended case study (cf. Silverman 2006: 80; Babbie 2007: 298).
Consulting and modifying the approaches of Mahony (2008), Luhtakallio (2012) and
Laine (2012), after carefully going through Townhall and associated background data I
began by focusing on participation and organizational observations. After repeated
keying rounds I identified potential frames (cf. Goffman 1974: 44–45). Looking at a
single case, thus differing from Luhtakallio’s (2012) extensive participatory field study,
limited thematic frames are utilized. Except in the number of cases (N = 1), the selected
approach resides between Mahony’s (2008) approach of elaborating on various events
through shared participation theoretical emphasis and Laine’s (2012) approach of
scrutinizing various international youth political events through a shared conceptual lens.
My analysis is informed by related background data as well as preceding and emergingly
relevant theories, guided by meeting interactions and observations.

Data analysis is organized into master frames local publics and global challenges. After
initial keying, for further analysis the identified and selected foci were divided into frames
participation and governance and a thematic key concept global change awareness.
Local Publics primarily concerns background settings and practical concerns for
organizing foresight, planning or research activities, focusing on participants and
governance influenced by the preceding participatory interests, event interactions and
associated visual artifacts. Global Challenges: Global Change Awareness in turn
addresses a thematic master frame identified for the particular global change research
event, global change awareness further specifying a key concept. Local publics especially
addresses the questions: How were local publics constructed? What voiced concerns
frame participation? Global challenges in turn seeks to answer: How were thematic aims
developed and articulated?

Reflecting upon the key concept global change awareness developed and used in this
study, due to the highly varied nature of the discussions and interactions, suitable
mutually shared yet relatively concisely analyzable foci were challenging to find.
Potentially identified alternatives like sustainability or aspects related to gatekeepers
might have led to extensive emphases beyond the scope of a thesis. Reflecting upon
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phenomena like epistemic cultures might have diverted from what was found as common.
The choices may seem relatively clear in hindsight and after continued analysis, but after
the dozens and dozens of potential pathways from the event, emerging global change
awareness even initially seemed surprising.

Already the event name and potentially novel concept Future Earth Townhall Meeting
motivates including both local and global levels. While already merging science in
society aspects into other participatory considerations seeks to make a sociological
contribution, by also scrutinizing a thematic frame and key concept this thesis aims to
bring needed addition into sociological studies.
Chapter 5 includes a description of entering the field, and ends with visual analysis of
social artifacts. Visual analysis is informed and inspired by Luhtakallio’s (2012: 194–
195) Goffmanian approach. Differing from Luhtakallio’s action frames, social artifacts
connected to the event venue and organizers are analyzed through stylistic framing,
suitable for both the Goffmanian concept stage as well as logos as visual objects. (Cf.
Goffman 1974; cf. Luhtakallio 2012: 194–195.) Chapter 6 focuses on the master frame
local publics, with analysis of secondary frames participation and governance. Chapter 7
then scrutinizes the identified master frame global challenges, especially in light of global
change awareness. For section 7.2 I have also conducted word frequency analysis of
official speakers’ public presentation outlines using Atlas.ti (slide transcripts excluding
images and graphs: N = 5611 word entries, partly including incomplete words: e.g. th, or
foreign expressions: e.g. vetenskapsakademierna). For Atlas.ti I have used published
outlines to gain information on representative volumes, although my own field notes also
include notes of presentations. These additional notes as well as images and graphs have
also informed analysis. Utilizing a social scientific approach, following extended case
study principles, participant observation findings are synthesized with theories of social
and cultural forces (cf. Lichterman 2002: 120).

5 Entering the Field
This chapter gives a general introduction into the conducted participant observation. As
explained above, as a participant observer I took part in Future Earth Finland's first
Townhall meeting in Eurooppasali, Helsinki on May 26th 2015. Especially when
approaching a novel event concept like the studied FE Townhall, giving illustrative
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information is important. This may also lessen skepticism about “disconnected secrecy”
possibly otherwise linked to rationalistic governance-related events, while lack of
transparency and authenticity can be seen as a meta-risk (Mahony 2008: 31; Brown and
Michael 2002: 10). To avert such risks, in the following chapters I will use triangulation
to enable the use of both observation and additional data.

I have used previously conducted studies (Mahony 2008, Laine 2012, Luhtakallio 2012,
Perttuli 2009) and method literature (e.g. Babbie 2007, Koskinen et al. 2005) for method
guidelines, however modifying approaches for the purposes of this thesis. Also preceding
preparations have helped to guide participant observation, while remaining open to event
interactions. (Cf. Maertens 2014: 12, 18; DeWalt 2010: 56–57.) Refamiliarizing with and
recontextualizing data then took place during post-observation, after reflecting upon the
experience.

5.1 Entry and Participation
Before the event, registration included a pre-assignment, which will be discussed in
section 7.3. Along with other preparations, signing up and filling the pre-assignment
began the concrete task of entering the field of the participant observation (cf. DeWalt
2010: 41–42).

While open-minded about multidisciplinary cooperation, before registration the mention
of one organizing entity residing in a department of physics caused slight uncertainty
from a sociological perspective about highly specific atmospheric research or life
sciences among the day’s proceedings. Also the broadness of the day’s agenda (Appendix
2) sparked my curiosity about the practical run-through of the participatory event.

At the meeting venue itself, the Eurooppasali (Europe Hall) of the EU information office,
the morning atmosphere was politely calm and relaxed. Participants gradually came in,
taking off their coats and freshening up, some taking coffee before entering the meeting
hall.

The event included presentations both in the morning and after lunch, with group work
in between. The group discussions were first summarized in groups, noted down by one
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group member appointed as secretary. Also the group’s organizer coordinator made some
notes. The group member secretary drew a mind map of ideas and concerns on a larger
sheet, and listed the group’s main question alongside three main points on a small sheet.
In all, the groups produced nine questions, which were compiled into four main concerns
by an organizer. These main concerns were presented to the panelists after lunch.

Group work
Participants were seated in nine groups. Initially the mention "For stakeholders" on one
chair at each table raised some questions about the seating arrangements, various
participants friendlily wondering about their own role. Gradually everyone found a place
at a table and organizers made sure each table had a coordinator and one stakeholder. In
addition to introducing topics, the coordinator took notes. Thus the coordinator’s role was
mostly to act as a facilitator who gradually introduced new group tasks (cf. Perttuli 2009:
62). Someone reacting to the term “stakeholder” was a recurring element throughout the
event, indicating a foreign concept was being introduced to participants.

My table had six participants, one stakeholder and a coordinator. Two of us were students,
me of sociology and the other of environmental affairs. In addition to researchers of
environmental disciplines and technology/community planning and one ministry
participant, our stakeholder member was from another ministry.
Compiled group questions were the following: 1) How to support an overall change of
mindsets? How to include industry? 2) What are the Finnish bottlenecks in developing
global change awareness or research? 3) How to promote interdisciplinary research and
with less bureaucracy? 4) Also other things besides facts affect decision-making. How to
take into account political values influencing national or EU policy?
As listed in the event summary (FE Finland Townhall summary 2015), the event’s
discussions ranged among the following:
Integrated approach to interlinked challenges; Finland in a global context;
Finnish perspective to global challenges: Baltic Sea, sustainable energy
policy and

urban-rural

affairs;

Finnish

sustainable

development

“gatekeepers”; Managing complexity; From understanding to solutions;
Funding guides global change research; Community for global change
researchers and stakeholders.
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5.2 Visual Analysis of Social Artifacts
This section will concisely analyze the style of the event venue Eurooppasali entrance (a),
the logos of the Future Earth Townhall Meeting (b), Future Earth international (c) and
Future Earth Finland – English (d) and Finnish version (e) – as social artifacts (cf. Babbie
2007: 97). For visual analysis the shared master frames have been primarily identified as
international, science tradition or innovative and secondary frames as accessible or
minimalist. The Goffmanian approach is inspired by Luhtakallio, however using stylistic
frames instead of action frames (2012: 194–195; cf. Goffman 1974).

Photo 1. The side entrance to Eurooppasali (a) with frames international/accessible.

Already the locale of the townhall meeting (a) portrayed international references with
master frame international and secondary accessible, the stars and texts referring to the
EU, while the ground-level entrance signals accessibility. For local adaptability texts are
in Finnish and Swedish, thus enabling a European identity-fostering combination (cf.
Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002: 169). Entering the European venue participants were
partly transported into international surroundings, which continued after settling down,
when the presentations began in English.

Picture 1. Future Earth Townhall Meeting (b) with master frame international/accessible;
Picture 2. Future Earth international with master frame innovative/minimalist (c).
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Picture 3 and Picture 4. Future Earth Finland with master frame science tradition/minimalist: English (d) and
Finnish (e) version.

Suitably for global change, the four logos (b, c, d, e) include round elements that clearly
refer to earth, as well as combining or joining parts to form an entity. The Townhall
Meeting banner’s sphere (b) uses colored puzzle pieces that can allude to both continents
and varying views. The banner (b) is pronouncedly friendly and approachable and with
the speech bubble “Have your say on key global challenges!” shares features with other
participatory event ads. As international comparisons of various participatory
opportunities’ visual materials reveal, the Townhall Meeting’s participatory invitation
“Have your say” is commonly used in English-speaking countries (Google picture search;
Google search “Have your say”: N = 25 900 000, 17.11.2015). Pictures of similar logos
have not been included for copyright reasons, but for example round shapes, light colors
or pieces are often used.
As elaborated at the FE Townhall, the international Future Earth (c) logo’s reuse of the
letter e indicates making use of existing elements. In addition to recycling and resource
efficiency, making new combinations from existing elements is essential to innovation
(Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė et al. 2014: 10). While the Finnish (d, e) logo with a minimalistic
globe on a pedestal utilizes a modified image of a traditional illustrative tool used in
geography, easily associated with acknowledged traditions of research, also connoting
global scale and controlled mutual observations, the variation of the acronym – FEF (d)
or FES (e) – depending on language indicates a desire to adapt into local circumstances.

Above social artifacts connected to the event were analyzed using identified thematic
master frames international, science tradition or innovative and stylistic secondary frames
accessible or minimalist, thus modifying the Goffmanian frame analysis approach of
Luhtakallio (2012: 194–195).
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6 Local Publics
This chapter focuses on the studied FE Townhall through the master frame local publics.
This chapter especially addresses research questions: How were local publics
constructed? What voiced concerns frame participation? Analysis will discuss both
participants and governance. First participants are introduced as stakeholders.

6.1 Who are Stakeholders?
The participatory FE Townhall was open to all stakeholders, researchers and other
interested participants. Generally in a UN context, stakeholders can be defined as interest
groups, also applying to countries with varying affluence levels (Salaspuro 2013: 24, 34–
38). A broader definition of stakeholders includes consumer-citizens. The UN’s Aarhus
Convention in 1998 recommended that consumer-citizens should be included in
environmental decision-making, without specifically limiting its scope. (Blackstock et al.
2005.)

In the studied event, each participant group, consisting of participants seated at one table,
also had one seat reserved for a “stakeholder”. These stakeholders were specifically
invited by the organizers from different organizations like a ministry. As later discussion
in this chapter will show, based on the participant list, all registering participants in fact
named an organization that could be seen to generally merit a “stakeholder” status. The
clearest difference is a separate categorization by organizing entities. In other words, one
participant per group was appointed as representing an organization, while other
participants, even if from similar bodies, could be attending as individuals or requested
by their organizations. In group work no clear difference was visible. All participants
were able to choose their seats freely, as long as each table had one group coordinator
representing the organizers and one stakeholder.
Based on the event’s participant list, of the 85 registered participants, each cited e.g. a
higher education institution, research organization, funder, ministry or NGO as their
affiliation. However, at the meeting venue, “over 60 participants” attended (FE Finland
Townhall summary 2015). Without additional town information their location is not
available. Likely most were from the capital region, but at least four registered from
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universities in other parts of Finland, of which some introduced themselves at the event.
(FE Finland programme 2015, observation.) Although from 85 registered participants
only “over 60” attended, I will show all affiliations, which indicate who signed up. I have
generalized organization information to protect participants’ anonymity and categorize
findings.

Presentations and panels were conducted in English, while group work was in Finnish or
English depending on participants.
Participant Affiliation
Higher education institution
Research org / national information forum
Funder
Future Earth
Ministry
City + capital region authority
NGO + union + council
Total

N
43 (37 HU, 5 other universities, 1
polytechnic)
16.5 (0.5 in FE)
3.5 (0.5 in FE)
10
5
1+1
2+1+2
85

Table 3. Townhall Meeting participant affiliations based on registered participants (N=85) (Compiled from FE
Finland programme 2015).

As Table 3 shows, around half of registered participants indicated a university affiliation,
with further 16 and a half stating a research organization or a national information forum.
Townhall activity
Group work
Speeches and
presentations
Plenary discussion

Observed participants
5 females + 1 male, stakeholder (f), coordinator (f)
morning: 2 + 1 females (speakers and chair), 4 males;
afternoon: 3 + 1 females (group work summary, panelists
and chair), 7 males (Appendix 2)
Participants (m, f)

Table 4. Townhall group work participants as well as speakers/presenters including gender (f = female, m = male).

While among the registered participants gender distribution was relatively equal (48
females not including 2 unascertained names; FE Finland programme 2015), the studied
group members included just one male (Table 4). The event speakers and presenters
consisted of seven females compared to 11 males, the distribution including two female
discussion chairs, and studied plenary discussion participants one male and one female.

Reflecting upon the openness of the Townhall meeting, while the program was available
online (Appendix 2) and on various information lists for the attending participants,
despite the friendly logo (Picture 1), arguably selective advertising and the clearly
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academic focus added to the pre-assignment quite likely acted to pre-screen the actually
attending participants. Already registering for the event included a questionnaire. The
pre-assignment asked participants about their priorities from Future Earth's eight global
key challenges, possible other challenges affecting Finland and major gatekeepers, in
addition to asking about Finland's needs for global change research and how such research
should be funded. Also leaving other comments was possible. According to one organizer
around 2/3 of registered participants had answered, and summarized results were
presented at the meeting. Because of the registration process, gatekeepers coordinated
participation, while at least officially the event was open to all (cf. Silverman 2006: 81).
In addition to potential participants’ own interests and possibilities, also event
information and event format thus likely functioned to pre-screen participants. On Sofia
Laine’s axis of cosmopolitan resources and expert citizenship (cf. Laine 2012: 23), most
sought after participants for the studied FE Townhall could be estimated to be situated in
the corner with both cosmopolitan resources and expertise. Cosmopolitan resources refer
to international abilities, expert citizenship to perceived expertise possessed by
participants (ibid.). However, previous knowledge was not a requirement. For the FE
Townhall, in addition to English language skills, cosmopolitan resources could also apply
to event themes. Everyday-makers or everyday experts might refer to e.g. citizens keeping
a diary of their activities (cf. Lang et al. 2012: 31). Observed FE Townhall participants
repeatedly portrayed expert knowledge (cf. Perttuli 2009). As evidenced by the event’s
participant list, a prominent reference to professional backgrounds seems notable
considering the official openness of the event to anyone interested. Nevertheless,
although each registering participant listed an affiliation, it is not clear how many attended
as individuals, not sent by their organization.

Perhaps paradoxically, while the meeting agenda was rather ambitious and even abstract
and the program included high-level presentations, the thematic broadness probably
influenced the discussions to make them more accessible for participants from varying
academic backgrounds. In other words the high-level agenda actually partly contributed
to the event’s accessibility. The participatory platform also showed features of a
paradoxical public (cf. Mahony 2008). True to form, the participant groups of the studied
publics were summoned up by publicity material, while connected narratives referred to
both public change and continuity. (Ibid.: 226–228.) Future Earth predominantly refers
to supporting research on global change, aiming at transformations towards sustainability.
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At the studied Townhall coordinating efforts were used to invite ideas for change and to
encourage continuity, both of research and a sustainable future through participation.

Before the studied event, social scientific theories I had read had emphasized the
representativeness of the engaged and attending participants for planning societal or
research priorities. Such theories thus influenced this extended case study and
observation. At the event the concept of representativeness was prominently visible
connected to the various organizations with which participants and presenters were
affiliated (see Table 3). However, representativeness in terms of affiliations potentially
affecting listed sectoral priorities remain open, as participants’ specific background fields
were not available. Organizations’ names give limited information on related sectors (e.g.
a specific ministry, a nature information forum, a funder, etc.). University names do not
offer sectoral information. Twenty participants’ organizations act primarily with
environmental issues (environment, resources, geology, etc.).

After the event the notion that participants negotiate for a normative dimension of an
interdisciplinary concept like sustainability indicated a differing approach to science in
society planning (cf. Wiesmann and Hurni 2011: 51). However, affected by coordinators’
roles, the potential influence of other preparations, varying participant backgrounds and
power dynamics, negotiations might not lead to a direct aggregative outcome.

In an event like the studied FE Townhall requisite variety (cf. Rask 2008) may be an issue
affecting or affected by event advertising and the attending participants’ backgrounds. In
addition to participants’ backgrounds, already advertised themes or priorities, then
priorities or foci emphasized at the event may affect event discussions and later outcomes.
Requisite variety means the varied nature of participants in order to collect suitably
multisided viewpoints, as estimated by organizers. For collecting participants’ views the
studied FE Townhall aimed for aggregated insights rather than consensus. Registering
and later attending participants’ views were collected, first individually through the
event’s pre-assignment and during the event especially as groups by group coordinators
and a supporting participant group secretary.

After analyzing FE Townhall speeches as well as general background reports, in addition
to the actual Townhall group work being open to all finally registered and attending
participants, the voiced ideals of co-designing and co-planning research did not highlight
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attracting representative samples from each thematic field. Rather the ideal of
collaboration was present in giving those who signed up and participated in event
proceedings opportunities to have their say. After general invitation efforts and
advertising by the organizers, the fact that certain participants from certain fields were
attracted to participate seemed to legitimate their role in participating in the studied event.
(Cf. Wiesmann and Hurni 2011: 51; Lang et al. 2012: 33.)

Although on practical activity level a similar phenomenon no doubt can take place in
various fields, especially connected to ideals allowing participants to steer attending
fields is notable. This kind of representativeness seems to include those who want to
participate and, as in the case of the Future Earth Townhall Meeting, of them further
those who are well-informed enough to participate, psychologically and capital-wise
including concretely hearing about opportunities.

What kind of people then wanted and were well-informed enough to participate?
According to the event summary published by Future Earth, participants who supported
interdisciplinary research and collaboration with various stakeholders in society:
“The participants discussed what kind of global change research Finland
needs and what structures and funding strategies could best support it. The
participants supported the two underlying principles in the Future Earth
research approach: interdisciplinary research and collaboration with
various stakeholders in society. They emphasized that solutions-oriented
global change research requires an integrated approach: collaboration
among natural and social sciences, humanities and engineering, and
continuous and active interaction with the surrounding society.”
(FE Finland Townhall summary 2015: 6, emphases added.)
Regarding various groups among the attendants, in addition to participants coming from
different background affiliations and fields, various types of attendants can be found. First
there were participants and organizers, and among group participants “normal”
participants and specifically named stakeholders, who were allocated one per group.
Among organizers there were those coming from Future Earth and those coming from
PE2020 and others (Appendix 2). In my group the coordinator indicated not having
participated in processing the pre-assignment answers. Furthermore, the event had
catering staff setting up coffee and lunch at the EU venue.

Among the attendants, there was also a voiced division between those continuing on to
another strategic research event in the afternoon and those who were not. While this was
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not highlighted, no doubt from among those who did continue to the other event, some
participants’ profiles were raised in the eyes of others or memory traces left of who were
among the slightly distinguished ones. In addition inside the event itself there was noted
distinction between those with predominantly environmental or research and other
backgrounds, stated in motives for attending the event. In further interactions, differing
worlds of justification might prove relevant for such participants’ interactions (cf.
Luhtakallio 2012: 200). For now, the issue was not pronounced. For example research
priorities were collected without direct pressure to reach compromises, although group
priorities had to be agreed upon to present both three points and one group question, noted
down by the group’s participant secretary to be presented to the panelists after lunch.

In addition to thematic considerations during the Townhall discussions participants
brought up issues connected to professional development (cf. Zuckerman-Parker and
Shank 2008). Reflecting upon the finding of emphasizing professional development
versus representation, it is also possible that some differences can stem from background
disciplines. Meanwhile accessibility in terms of the presence, availability or access to
various stakeholders or actors for collaboration was raised in the plenary discussions,
when some speakers and participants recounted experiences from the first Finnish
strategic research application rounds. One raised initiative was that willing partners could
be collected more collectively. Then various researchers could be better able to choose
from them, thus improving finding co-planning partners, instead of individual researchers
or groups separately trying to find partners and draft various applications.

Alongside

sustainability

or

societal

interests,

for

my

group

participants,

representativeness was more replaced with concerns about getting support for
interdisciplinary work and different researcher profiles, indicating a focus on professional
development concerns. Especially two researcher participants noted that working with
various disciplines is usually not encouraged in practice. I added to the discussion by
noting that at our Faculty of Social Sciences recently the Faculty Council considered a
social psychology dissertation where the forest research merits possibly would have
deserved a better grade than merely based on social psychology. However, a fourth group
participant referred to always having done interdisciplinary research, for example in
technology and community planning, and had not reflected upon the issue as especially
problematic.
“In a way I’ve always worked between disciplines” (N1)
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Various researcher profiles might also be linked to representativeness within researcher
communities. The group participants hoped that in addition to mere article publishing also
for example activeness in society would be noted by funders and evaluators. Not all
researchers can be good at everything, and also searching for funds and bureaucracy often
takes up too much time from research.
“Recognizing researcher profiles. Now it’s just publications” (N2)
“And the bureaucracy takes so much time” (N3)

As noted above, because the meeting agenda of the studied Townhall was so broad and
participants came from various backgrounds, even thematic discussions were kept
suitably accessible for various academic participants, and as compensation participants
were offered coffee and lunch. Thinking of time consumption and compensation, as noted
above in the section on participatory theories, public engagement may indeed change the
role of publics from data sources and information utilizers to co-producers. Especially if
such initiatives aim to become increasingly expertise-oriented, considering how much
work or input one can realistically hope from participants is crucial. (Cf. Smith 2014.)

While accessible multidisciplinarity suits the desired interdisciplinary approach, it is
possible that peer groups following focus group principles would have produced
somewhat differing results. This is based on the importance of interaction and participants
reacting to each other’s views. Overall the event’s multidisciplinary style produced
fruitful and open discussions. However, on one occasion one interdisciplinary
participant’s view seemed to alter and partly autocorrect itself into more traditional tracks
in the course of interactions.
“…for long-term applied research. [Long-term research]” (N1, partly
unclear)
“…and long-term research” (group participant secretary, writing)
“And applied research?” (N5)
“No… No, not applied” (N1, group participant secretary showing
agreement)
The related discussion on support for interdisciplinarity for long-term use of science
results took place in a few parts, the sentence first being longer during free group
discussion, then shorter for group notes. In the case of applied research or science this
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may have been affected by the English language distinction between university research
and applied sciences. Taking that into account, interestingly, in fleeting instances qualities
seemingly desired at the event – interdisciplinarity and applied results – were
inadvertently problematized or downplayed in event interactions, possibly affected by
language. On interdisciplinarity this happened connected to challenges highlighted at the
event versus participant N1’s unproblematic work between disciplines. Either views
varied or experience led to awareness of distinctions. Distinctions can include underlying
disciplinary differences or a distinction between applied use of science versus applied
science. Interactions may also have downplayed already possessed expertise. (Cf.
Koskinen et al. 2005: 196.) In an academic setting avoiding “applied science” might also
be seen as reacting to traditionally acknowledgeable dominant knowledge (cf. Negt and
Kluge 1993 [1972]). That said, also “short-term reporting vs. long-term applied science”
was mentioned in event discussions.

In addition to expertise, underlying motivations for active participation may be another
factor to take into consideration. Varying motivations for attending the event can also
reflect partly differing social networks. While networks or organization visibility may
encourage participation (see della Porta and Diani 2006: 118–119), participants can also
have undiscussed personal motives for attending.

In our group discussion I briefly noted the significance of advertising an event such as
the Townhall meeting in enabling participation, also wondering if for research planning
mostly those who have funds versus those who are interested are invited to participate in
planning research. At least one co-participant seemed sympathetic to the comment, but
the matter was not discussed further. The coordinator was nevertheless present. My dual
role as a student participant as well as observer enabled participation in the group
discussions and earlier pre-assignment alongside other participants.

6.2 Governance: Less Bureaucracy / New Structures
Several participants of the townhall meeting, including group members and speakers,
voiced the wish for less bureaucracy. This seemed to refer to the organizing of everyday
work, including interdisciplinarity. On another level, the Future Earth network and
concept itself includes a new structure, namely Future Earth itself alongside associated
networks.
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According to the FE Townhall summary participants saw a need for powerful structures
for global change research, similarly to strong funding structures in climate change
research (FE Finland Townhall summary 2015: 7). While the participants as mentioned
supported the Future Earth research approach’s two underlying principles of
interdisciplinary research and collaboration with various stakeholders (ibid.: 6), concrete
ways to achieve that in participants’ own work were not discussed further in this first
Townhall meeting. Instead, as noted, several participants mostly indicated a wish for less
bureaucracy in their own work.

While Future Earth supports global change research or relevant networks instead of being
a governance organ for change itself, Future Earth supports transdisciplinary cooperation,
as well as envisioning transformations towards sustainability. Also Finnish authorities
have opted to strengthen foresight activities like reports and reviews as well as thematic
sectoral research organizations, alongside several other attempts to strengthen the
knowledge base for administrative policy programs (see also Rouhinen 2014: 40). Related
research institutions were discussed in the Townhall meeting, various participants
attending from them.
Highlighting main organizer Future Earth’s ambitious goals, in addition to supporting
interdisciplinary research activities, chancellor Kari Raivio’s afternoon’s stakeholder
engagement speech introduced plans for collecting physical and social data, even setting
up national and regional observation centers to better serve UN needs, for example
providing data for annual reports and on Millennium Development Goals. On vocabulary
Raivio expressly pointed out that stakeholder is probably sidosryhmä (interest group) in
Finnish. This was done memorably in connection to a humorous wordplay: “What is this
stakeholder, aisankannattaja” and then corrected to the more correct interest group, thus
breaking ice. The Finnish word aisankannattaja refers to a holder of a stake, part of a
horse’s carriage and alluding to a foolish supporter or fooled partner.

Notably above mentioned broader goals may refer to the international level, not to FE
Finland. According to FE Finland’s secretary general Tanja Suni (Feb 13, 2016), “We
[Future Earth] aim to support the collaboration of different disciplines and societal actors
in researching global change challenges”.
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During the studied FE Townhall’s plenary comments, one social scientist participant from
another group commented to protest against the notion of “no-agenda research”, stating
research always has an agenda. This was acknowledged by one of the organizers standing
in front. A moment of politicization clearly took place (cf. Luhtakallio 2012: 8–9). In
other words something framed as agenda-free was framed as having an agenda by a
commenting participant. Additionally, the event summary notes one participant’s
bewilderment on the need for more research to support decision-making in addition to
Finnish public research institutions. (FE Townhall summary 2015: 7.) Research based on
societal challenges is of course not agenda free, even if not directly attached to decisionmaking bodies.

Meanwhile, suitably for event aims, one FE Townhall supporter, an environmental
research foundation with founders originating from the motor industry, expressly has
“applicability and policy relevance of research results” among its criteria, while also
“communication and interaction with stakeholders” is encouraged (Jari Niemelä May
26, 2015). Niemelä further suggested that foundations could “support researchers leaving
their ’comfort zone’”, or “boundary organizations that function in the science-policy
interface”. In addition to the latter aims seeming to coincide with wishes indicated by
observed group participants, also Finnish strategic funding mechanisms were said to be
received positively (FE Townhall summary 2015: 7).

For communicative validation (cf. Saad-Sulonen 2014) Future Earth actively publishes
and distributes reports or other material at least from some of its activities (e.g. Royal
Society Report 2013, FE Finland Townhall summary 2015; Tampere research proposals:
Koskinen and Suni 2015). Also PE2020 has a separate work package dedicated to
dissemination, aiming to publish information throughout the project. Selected publishing
will happen through a project website in addition to official publications and events. A
notice of European Community funding will be present on all project publications.
(PE2020 Annex I 2013.)

Based on the preceding theory chapters and above analysis, the Future Earth Townhall
Meeting is an especially commissioned deliberative forum, which can mainly be
characterized as a micro-public foresight event including stakeholder consultation and
transnational connections.
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Figure 8. A Map of Public Participation in Science and Technology (modified from Bucchi and Neresini 2008: 462).

On the map of public participation given in Figure 8 above, the FE Townhall (FE TH) is
situated between a deliberative democracy initiative, participatory technology assessment
and a public opinion survey (based on Bucchi and Neresini 2008: 462; MačiukaitėŽvinienė et al. 2014: 18). A participatory technology assessment (pTA) refers to
platforms where socio-technical issues are assessed involving various social actors,
assessors and other discussers. PTAs can be seen to originate from 1980s’ consensus
conferences. (Rask 2008: 28.) The studied event’s estimated intensity of knowledge
construction between a deliberative democracy initiative and a public opinion survey here
results from pre-listed general global change challenges. More spontaneity compared to
a participatory technology assessment results from some open pre-assignment questions
and varying thematic discussions during the day. Because the studied Helsinki Townhall
itself focused on gathering participants’ views for research priority foresight, for example
community-based research may then eventually follow from events like the studied
Townhall. This however necessitates additional processes. Community-based research
might follow either somehow thanks to opportunities supported by Townhall organizers,
or from participants or other actors independently becoming activated by Townhall
materials or themes. According to FE Finland staff, urbanization was a theme rising from
the studied FE Townhall (Suni Feb 13, 2016). After the studied event, local Finnish
research proposal priorities on sustainable urbanization were further developed at a
thematic FE event in Tampere (Rask Oct 13, 2015; Koskinen and Suni 2015).
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Summarizing findings from the identified master frame Local Publics including
Participation and Governance, in the FE Townhall, notably also professional development
issues were discussed in addition to global change concerns. Several teams or groups
were formed freely and variety was seen as positive to achieve differing viewpoints,
although this happened naturally due to the varied backgrounds of participants. The
possibility of some participants self-organizing into groups with previously familiar
participants or coordinators or the issue of potential effects did not come up during the
meeting. Individual opinion sharing was encouraged by first offering a pre-assignment
collecting views and priorities in connection to registration. The studied interdisciplinary
Future Earth event seemed to function well in an open atmosphere among experts.

Taking into account a pre-set list of FE global change challenges and official presenters
and panelists, based on my analysis the studied Townhall event arrangements, including
a pre-assignment and group work increase the intensity of participation in knowledge
construction processes.

Very possibly because the meeting duration was limited and at least our group included
members who did not know each other beforehand, the discussions and plenary sessions
did not yet show repeated signs of questioning troublemakers (cf. Nousiainen 2012b).
Nevertheless, for example the ideas of “no-agenda research” and additional research to
supplement Finnish public research institutions were questioned by alert participants,
indicating politicization. Furthermore, not all participants shared their views on the
estimated role of Future Earth during the event, possibly affected by the newness of the
organization and related public sphere.

To further support analysis after the event, I requested for more information from FE
Finland about its activities. The inquiry was aided by a questionnaire (Appendix 5).
According to FE Finland’s secretary general Tanja Suni (Feb 13, 2016), the main role of
Future Earth is methodological, not scientific. The grand challenges have been defined
internationally, and potential research questions “arise bottom-up from societies and
scientific communities”.

According to Suni the following four approaches are

encouraged by Future Earth:
1. Solution orientation: focusing on solutions instead of problems;
2. Interdisciplinarity – solutions require collaboration between various disciplines,
also for relevant research questions (defined in each project separately);
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3. Co-design of research questions and research end products with stakeholders
(interest groups), especially users of information and co-production during the
entire project. The approach enables end user motivation and ownership for the
implementation of results in their own work, understanding their underlying
principles and background;
4. Global change as a common background factor.
(Ibid.; paraphrasingly translated from Finnish HS.)

The answers emphasize methodological public engagement, collaborative planning and
global change, spanning from governance to a thematic focus. The next chapter proceeds
to analyze the Townhall’s discussions and themes through an identified master frame
global challenges with the key concept global change awareness.

7 Global Challenges: Global Change Awareness
This chapter studies the master frame global challenges. This chapter especially addresses
the research question: How were thematic aims framed and articulated? Global challenges
will be approached through the key concept global change awareness.

The Future Earth network is originally founded based on intergovernmental interests, first
to follow the work of Rio+20 and to further develop and add to the Millennium
Development Goals with Sustainable Development Goals and research linked to them.
However, as several of the Townhall speakers as well as group participants highlighted,
actions should also take place on local, regional and other levels. Identified gatekeepers,
stakeholders and actors ranged from schools and municipalities to regional and national
authorities, politicians and the EU as well as intergovernmental actors like the UN. On an
international level the EU received concrete policy mentions, whereas the UN and other
actors behind Future Earth were more incorporatedly referred to by organizers or speakers
during the meeting, for example the UN in connection to associated challenges and a
supporting foundation in the form of a speaker. As a perspective-introducing contrast,
although global change awareness and increasing collaboration were promoted, confusion
caused by a small foreign element like the definition of “stakeholder” helped to remind
of potentially emerging difficulties when developing something new. At the event
stakeholder was briefly translated as interest group (sidosryhmä; Raivio May 26, 2015).
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Concentrating on recurring similarities, analyzing the speeches of the presenters, a
thematic speech on stakeholder engagement in Future Earth, a group work summary
speech, panelists and my own participant group members, most of which were somewhat
experts in their respective fields, working with various actors from different disciplines
or sectors and on different levels turned out to be the clearest common interest as well as
a challenge. Event activities studied for this chapter are in Table 5.
Participant

Type of activity

N

Presenter
Speaker
Organizer
Panelist
Participant

Thematic presentation
Stakeholder engagement speech
Group work summary speech
Panel + comment speech
Group work

5 + panel chair
1
1
6 + 2 + panel chair
6

Table 5. Event activities by participant role and activity.

As additional Future Earth data I have also utilized the event summary (FE Finland
Townhall summary 2015) as well as the Future Earth 2025 Vision and the key challenges
of both Future Earth and Horizon 2020 in 7.3, and as supporting data the Brundtland
Commission’s definition of sustainable development to test concepts. In addition to
extensive field notes, transcribed excerpts and textual data, I have conducted word
frequency analysis of the official presenters and speakers’ public presentation outlines.
While frequencies are affected by published outlines, such activity also reflects the
amount of information various speakers have wished to make public.

After repeated overviews and keying of data, after scrutiny raising global change
awareness was identified as an overarching thematic frame recurring in presentations and
discussions. Overall, as noted above in section 6, a reminder that among others the event’s
discussions ranged from “Integrated approach to interlinked challenges”, “Topical global
challenges from Finnish perspective” and “‘Gatekeepers’ of sustainable development in
Finland”, to “Community for global change researchers and stakeholders.” (FE Townhall
Meeting summary 2015.) In addition, for awareness raising for example organizing nature
information on playgrounds as well as rooftop gardens were among ideas presented by a
participant in my group.
“Key concepts of social and political thinking are always closely tied to the contexts of
their use, as well as their users’ intentions.” (Luhtakallio 2012: 63.) Indeed global change
awareness functions as such a key concept, suitably framing and guiding event
proceedings and discussions. Furthermore, while raising awareness on globalization is of
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course a thoroughly sociological theme (e.g. Yearley 1996; Beck 2000), an increasingly
interdisciplinary focus on global change especially as systemic is a newer development
(cf. Grundmann and Stehr 2010: 897), inviting further analysis. Environmental threats
and awareness can be seen as affected by globalization for several reasons, some
evidencing globalization, others rather the compression of the globe and new linkages
(Yearley 1996: 26–28).

7.1 Engaging Stakeholders for Sustainable Research
First this subchapter aims to concisely illustrate the idea development process from
sustainable development goals to Future Earth goals and the studied Finnish Townhall by
utilizing front end stages of idea development developed from Lempiälä (2011). The term
product can be used in connection to research-related goods (e.g. Lang et al. 2012: 34).
Then analysis continues with content analysis of the international Future Earth 2025
Vision, also using the Brundtland Commission’s (1987) emphases connected to
sustainable development.
For Future Earth’s key challenges the UN’s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
have been complemented with Sustainable Development Goals and research priorities
linked to them (Gutscher May 26, 2015). In addition, based on the Future Earth Strategic
Research Agenda (2014: 10), since January 2014 Future Earth arranged consultations
with global environmental change communities. First challenges were compiled into 450
research priorities or questions in need of answer by science. In May 2014 a priority
setting workshop led to 125 priorities, which a final review narrowed down into 62 in
June–August 2014. (Ibid.) Later Future Earth launched eight key focal challenges.

Figure 9. Planning stages of idea development (1–4) for Future Earth’s research priorities. International idea
development precedes local activities. GO = idea taken forward. The studied FE Townhall (TH) in early stage 4.
(Developed by the current author from Lempiälä 2011: 23, from Cooper 1988: 243.)
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Scrutinizing Future Earth’s research priority and activity development from the
perspective of general planning stages in idea development (Figure 9; developed from
Lempiälä 2011: 23; Cooper 1988: 243), the studied FE Townhall seeking to collect local
insights can be seen to reside after preceding rounds of idea screenings. Front end stages
(1–3) precede an actual product development project (4) (cf. Lempiälä 2012: 24), in FE
Finland’s case product development referring to the Living Lab network’s activities and
results (see Appendix 2). Based on the studied event data this “product development”
takes place after the studied FE Townhall.

Based on the process as described in the Future Earth Strategic Research Agenda (2014:
10), and as further highlighted by FE Finland (Suni Feb 13, 2016), the grand challenges
have been internationally agreed upon. The eight challenges are one way to package them.
FE Finland itself does not develop the challenges. Instead, research questions “arise
bottom-up from societies and scientific communities”. (Ibid.; translation from Finnish
HS.) In other words, market tests were performed and the general concept was already
approved on an international level before FE Finland began planning events. Related
market tests refer to both Future Earth priorities as well as UN sustainable development
work. Furthermore, a local Future Earth office had been set up in Finland, supporting
concept approval. Then FE Finland decided to organize the studied Townhall, thus
introducing the focal challenges to the Finnish local publics. At the studied FE Townhall
participants and other actors were invited to have their say on the key global challenges,
indicating priorities to influence local Living Lab activities.

Because I personally have only attended and studied the first Helsinki Townhall meeting
for this thesis, my supporting observation is that the Helsinki FE Townhall precedes later
Living Lab activities that are part of or assist in FE Finland “product development” (e.g.
Tampere event that prepared research proposals on sustainable urban development:
Koskinen and Suni 2015).

Notably compared to Lempiälä (2011: 23), in the illustration technical and market input
feeds have been combined for clarity. This way each planning stage has one participatory
triangle each (see Figure 9). For stage 4, “local insights” after concept evaluation is a new
addition. For the studied Helsinki FE Townhall, simplifying participatory input
illustrations is especially justified because in the studied event, experts from various fields
were consulted together at the interdisciplinary participatory event.
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Generally it might be best to separate innovative front end stages from actual product
development for clarity (cf. Lempiälä 2011: 24). However, significantly, inviting local
insights and priorities seems to be an essential part of Future Earth’s activities, also
present in later Living Lab events (e.g. Tampere event: Koskinen and Suni 2015). Thus,
approaching the key challenges from an international perspective, in the suggested figure
local activities including the studied Townhall take place in stage 4. Focusing on the
studied FE Townhall, I myself cannot map other potential processes.

While linear models may be seen to simplify innovative front end processes (Lempiälä
2011: 23–24), the illustration nevertheless aids to visualize stages. Simple stages of
innovation development can also illustrate one way innovating and limiting can function
during a longer front-end process leading up to idea applications. While activity potential
is limited through frames, challenges and guidelines by institutions and authorities,
endeavors like Future Earth and PE2020 aim to innovate opportunities for public
engagement. Because participating local actors could not really challenge the concept or
the activities designed by the organizers, Negt and Kluge’s (1993 [1972]) concept new
public sphere of production seems relevant: the studied participatory event indeed
exemplifies a coordinated forum with instrumental aims and limited critical potential.
The front end stages of idea planning (Figure 9 before “product development”) can also
help to further illustrate the studied event’s placement on the map of public participation
(Figure 8). In level of intensity the event resides between a consensus conference and
public opinion polls. A consensus conference includes deliberation on a certain agenda
set by organizers, while public opinion polls include a set of questions for the targeted
public to answer.

Internationally Future Earth also has wider reaching goals. The Future Earth 2025 Vision
states the following among its key focus areas:
“Engaging influential stakeholders globally in the UN system, including
major assessments and the post-2015 development agenda, key nations,
business and civil society.”

Content analysis of the concise Future Earth 2025 Vision offers information on the main
agenda of Future Earth’s participatory efforts, in addition to supporting interdisciplinary
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research planning. The above quotation indicates that influential stakeholders are planned
a role “in the UN system, including major assessments and the post-2015 development
agenda”. As noted, at the Finnish Townhall Meeting a suggested translation for
stakeholder was interest group (sidosryhmä; Raivio May 26, 2015). At the attended FE
Townhall each group had a stakeholder member in addition to other registered
participants and a coordinator.

Generally in the UN context, stakeholders as interest groups (intressiryhmät) have
developed throughout the years, each existing their limited time in relationship to other
interest groups. Also local variation and countries’ developmental and economic levels
are important, however noting all countries also have contrasting interest groups,
including public, private and third sectors. (Salaspuro 2013: 24, 34–38.) In the UN
context, the Brundtland Commission’s work was originally motivated by for example
concerns for global development and poor countries, aiming for each country to see the
importance of sustainable development (ibid.: 37). Background motivations and
definitions are important for potential participation of stakeholders.

Regarding the post-2015 development agenda, the 17 sustainable development goals
behind the eight FE key challenges stem from UN processes (cf. Gutscher May 26, 2015;
see UN Sept 25, 2015). Furthermore, while Future Earth’s stated aim for research is
focusing on internationally defined key challenges, Future Earth itself working at sciencepolicy interfaces, also the perspective of transforming globalization might prove relevant
for some potential actors. After all, as stated in the Townhall Meeting, finding solutions
while dealing with complexities was one of the concerns, and Transformations towards
Sustainability is one of the three strategic targets. However, even if some actors would
want to affect processes, importantly directions were not discussed more specifically
outside of general sustainable development and collaborating with entities while taking
into account EU and UN guidelines. Instead, engaging stakeholders was given as one
development opportunity alongside increasing interdisciplinary collaboration.
Scrutinizing the Future Earth 2025 vision quote above, possibly notably also “key
nations” are listed, albeit without further elaboration. In a UN context key nations can
refer to influential nations (cf. Held and McGrew 2005: 117), or nations representing
interest groups (cf. Salaspuro 2013: 34–38). In addition influential stakeholders differs
somewhat from studied event discussions, where stakeholder profiles were not specified.
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That said, neither was engaging less privileged or other groups. During group discussion
the question arose whether only those with associated funds would be engaged in research
planning in general, but during the limited event the matter was not discussed in the
plenary. In any case the Future Earth 2025 term influential stakeholders differs from
funding stakeholders.

Engaging especially influential actors would also seem to differ somewhat from the
Brundtland Commission’s (1987) emphases connected to sustainable development.
Already the Brundtland Commission’s (1987: 16) traditional UN definition of sustainable
development included actions towards global sustainable development and effective
citizen participation in decision making. In particular
“Meeting essential needs requires not only a new era of economic growth
for nations in which the majority are poor, but an assurance that those poor
get their fair share of the resources required to sustain that growth. Such
equity would be aided by political systems that secure effective citizen
participation in decision making and by greater democracy in international
decision making.”
In light of the above quote, could it be that ordinary citizens are seen as the responsibility
of political systems and democracy? As noted by Blackstock et al. (2005), the Aarhus
Convention of the UN in 1998 recommended that consumer-citizens should be included
in environmental decision-making using a broad definition of stakeholders. What counts
as decision-making is generally left open.
Reflecting upon the UN’s traditional aims as exemplified by the Brundtland Commission
(1987), engaging influential stakeholders globally in the UN system added to civil society
seems to indicate awareness of principles by Future Earth, while also key nations are
listed in the 2025 Vision. Due to ambivalent sentence structure engaging influential
stakeholders into key nations, business and civil society might also be a possible reading.
Knowledge transfer and networks of influence might work all ways and directions.
Regarding engaging influential stakeholders globally in the UN system, based on the
observed FE Townhall this might happen for example with the help of the observation or
knowledge centers mentioned by speaker Raivio, providing data for UN use.
Finally, according to the Future Earth 2025 Vision Future Earth aims at “Creating a
critical mass of scientists, policy makers and civil society leaders who believe in and can
serve as ambassadors for Future Earth, including a body of Future Earth Fellows.”
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Awareness-raising among scientists, policy makers and civil society leaders as well as
spreading the message further is thus among Future Earth’s stated objectives. The
reference to believers and ambassadors supports the importance of Future Earth’s role in
awareness-raising.

Notably contrasted to actors like global transformers as discussed by Held and McGrew
(2005: 115–117), Future Earth does not refer to altering the UN general assembly’s
current geopolitical power balance nor creating a second chamber based on stakeholders
and negotiations. That said, perhaps Future Earth might be seen as a structure promoting
human independence by investing in actions related to health, education and well-being.
(Cf. Held and McGrew 2005: 115–118.) In a UN context, previously for example the
Earth Summit has gathered actors working towards sustainable development. In 2012 at
Rio+20, a new global network of national sustainable development networks or similar
(GN-NCSDs) was founded coordinated by the Stakeholder Forum for a Sustainable
Future. (Rouhinen 2014: 34–35; Cornforth et al. 2013.)

7.2 Global Change Awareness: Global Challenges, Local Lives
At the studied FE Townhall awareness of global affairs framed the discussions and event
atmosphere. Especially based on my group discussions, raising awareness on
sustainability issues and global change was predominantly seen as thematic. Although
English language was used, thus making the event internationally accessible, the event
was targeted for publics residing in Finland. At the studied FE Townhall, while group
participants highlighted thematic interests and practical professional concerns, official
speeches and other discussions then emphasized international collaboration structures and
influences. A predominantly thematically global focus differs from phenomena like
cosmopolitan micropolitics as described by Sofia Laine (2012). In the international events
studied by Laine, also concrete international cooperation was highlighted by participants
at international political youth events. For observed FE Townhall participants practical
concerns like successful interdisciplinarity or support for varying researcher profiles
including activeness in society seemed to take precedence over international plans on
practical activity level. This despite the fact that several group members as well as other
participants may well have international experience or connections, several participants
also having a non-Finnish name, but the issue was not discussed.
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When analyzing presentations, as an important disclaimer, taking into account the
specialization level of several speakers, in addition to general content and word frequency
analysis specific scientific statements and presented graphs have not been analyzed.
Based on my participation experience, I estimate few in the audience would have a broad
enough scope for them all. For underlying awareness the presentations were nevertheless
useful: in line with the critical paradigm, while no official policy-making took place,
citizens’ participation can be seen as useful for critical public reflection and sustainable
decision-making (Rask 2008: 88). The current tendency to specialize in a particular field
was also noted in seminar discussions as a major limitation for performing global change
research (FE Finland Townhall summary 2015).

To overcome such a perceived limitation, according to Heinz Gutscher Future Earth is
“the response to calls for international, integrated, collaborative and solutions-oriented
research to respond to the urgent challenges of global environmental change and
sustainable development” in line with Future Earth’s initial design report. Future Earth is
thus offered as a response to two indicated needs: as the latter there are urgent challenges,
and as the former there is need for certain kind of research to respond to them. In
accordance Future Earth’s objective is “To build and connect global knowledge to
intensify the impact of research and find new ways to accelerate sustainable
development” (Gutscher May 26, 2015).

Figure 10. Word frequencies for research, science and knowledge in public presentation outlines.

Based on word frequency analysis of public presentation slides, for FE Townhall speakers
overall awareness raising predominantly happens through research (N = 62) and science
(N = 20) (Figure 10).
As emphasized by FE Finland’s secretary general Tanja Suni (Feb 13, 2016), FE
Finland’s main role is methodological, not scientific. As approaching global change from
a single discipline is difficult, FE brings together actors. (Ibid.; from Finnish HS.)
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Considering the event concept, already the name of the activity Future Earth Townhall
Meeting potentially indicates something global taking place in a local setting, while the
location Europe Hall further adds a regional level. In addition to a planetary reference
like earth being relatively common for environmental organizations, the catchphrase
“think global and act local” has of course already for the past decades been an
increasingly utilized concept when referring to global issues and globalization (cf. e.g.
Yearley 1996: 1, 26). While the Future Earth initiative concentrates on global change
research, where everything can be seen as interlinked, and “knowledge transfer all ways”
was called for, the Swedish language sentence “livet är lokalt” (life is local) was
illustratively used by one of the panelists. According to the panel speaker, a local
newspaper ad along the side of a highway between Turku and Parainen manages to
capture the local nature of life. Even when targeting global and regional phenomena, local
decisions can have a notable impact. Generally assessing the speeches of the presenters,
a Swedish sentence could also nicely allude to recurring Swedish and other comparative
examples referred to by speakers from Sweden to Vancouver, Canada, but importantly
the slogan itself is Finland Swedish and local, not of international origin. In addition the
reference to a highway between two Finnish cities invites mental associations to local
scale concerns in a network society (cf. Castells 2000).
Especially the official speakers emphasized acting on various levels of societies and the
globe while also working with actors of various backgrounds, while in group discussions
working with actors from different disciplines during research was the first commonly
acknowledged interest. Promoting global change awareness and changing mindsets then
evoked discussion for including such actors as schools for informing children from an
early age. Working on different levels first most clearly came into discussion when
thinking of concrete actors, gatekeepers and ways to influence global change awareness.

Figure 11. Frequencies for words referring to change;
Figure 12. Referring to scales, linkages and interactions in public presentations.
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As indicated by Figure 11, the official presenters of this global change event referred to
various changes as “change” (overwhelming majority, N = 53), “development” (N = 20),
“growth” (N = 8) and “transformations” (N = 8), of which especially change but also
transformations and development can refer to both natural and human society
developments, while growth is foremost linked to human activity. Overall, global
challenges can be seen as interlinked, where “everything affects everything else” (FE
Finland Townhall summary 2015: 6).

Scales (N = 19) and linkages or links (N = 18 + 2) were mentioned most frequently in the
event’s public presentation outlines (Figure 12), especially by speakers Sirkku Juhola and
Juha Käyhkö. Linkages and scales of global change in turn are affected by several
processes. From environmental processes like ocean acidification and land domestication
to socioeconomic phenomena like primary energy use and international tourism all
interact and interconnect affecting developments. (Juhola and Käyhkö May 26, 2015.)
”Achieving sustainability in a world subject to global change requires
understanding the links among environmental and societal change.
Challenges related to resilience, governance models, resource efficiency,
technology, business, trade, equity, and poverty are interlinked: a change in
one component will cascade to many others.
Creating
solutions
that
will
lead
to
sustainability
requires establishing a new interaction and partnership culture between
researchers and society. Solutions-oriented global change research
requires joint framing and co-design of research between producers and
end-users of scientific knowledge.”
(Joint speech by Markku Kulmala and Tarja Suni May 26, 2015)
As indicated in the above quotation, the links among environmental and societal change
are central to achieving sustainability, as a change in any component will cascade to many
others. Also increased interaction and partnership between researchers and society is seen
as necessary. In addition especially guest panelists highlighted taking action on the level
of municipalities and cities (Jouni Keronen: HINKU forum for carbon neutral
municipalities and Climate Leadership Council) as well as the importance of consumers’
peer examples and new business models (Jussi Nikula: WWF Finland).

The challenge of getting from understanding to solutions while dealing with complexity
was addressed during the Townhall meeting (FE Finland Townhall summary 2015: 6–7).
Despite various efforts people do not simply act rationally to find synergies and paths to
sustainable development. As characterized by Townhall presenters Sirkku Juhola and
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Jukka Käyhkö, in global change bad behavior multiplied by growing population leads to
“The Great Acceleration”, which to a sociologist is reminiscent of processes characterized
in Ulrich Beck’s global risk society (2000). Reasons presented by Juhola and Käyhkö for
avoiding action include thinking a change is not true, or seeing it either as an “elsewhere”
problem or a “land of commons” problem which leads to questioning “why me?” The
dilemma can also be complex meaning there are uncertainties in how to act, or high
expenses might result in lost motivation to act. The reasonings given by Juhola and
Käyhkö share characteristics with reasons for avoiding action given by Donella Meadows
et al. in Limits to Growth: The 30-Year Update (2005: 258). However, a decade ago
Meadows et al. did not emphasize between land of commons and high expenses,
highlighting the excuse that limits do not need to be worried about, as markets and
technology will automatically solve problems (ibid.). The distinction seems fruitful.
Especially reflecting upon researchers, acknowledging complexities in how to act (Juhola
and Käyhkö May 26, 2015) while highlighting more research is needed before doing
anything about limit crossing (Meadows et al. 2005: 258) might lead to an endless cycle,
hopefully with results utilized in various processes. This aspect may also be relevant when
dealing with complexities while finding solutions, a theme discussed in the Townhall
Meeting. Sociologically added to actual risks, also perceived danger may burden lives
(Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002: 48–49).

Although there is some sociological research on for example climate change, the
importance of reliable data and complexities in modeling social phenomena may have
caused sociologists to be wary of valuable topics like the link between climate-induced
stress on communities and war or revolutions (Grundmann and Stehr 2010: 900–901).

Internationally or locally, at least on the surface and based on the Townhall meeting a
science-linked internationally supported network like Future Earth itself does not seem to
indicate any overtly critical stance towards decision-makers or the system when focusing
on global change and sustainability. In fact more to the contrary, the network advertises
to seek cooperation with co-designing and planning research with interested stakeholders.
This however could be considered in light of the Townhall finding above that Future Earth
itself has chosen to create some new structures.

Indicating general interest, also in civic activity global networks voicing internationally
shared concerns have increased dramatically since the 1990s (Ylä-Anttila 2005: 431–
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432). In addition to activity as professionals, specialized expert citizens can act to alert
others and organize spaces for popular education (Laine 2012: 51).

Following mass society theorists, associations with capacity to integrate elites and
ordinary citizens might discourage radical collective action (della Porta and Diani 2006:
120). Despite potentially relatively high-level or niche participants, arguably also a
science-policy interface boundary organization like the intergovernmentally influenced
Future Earth might in some ways function similarly to traditional associations seen to
promote social cohesion or solidarity. This may require expectations of resulting
solutions, and possibly an impression that also ordinary citizens can somehow integrate
into its world view, through participating stakeholders, civic associations or information
activities.
Future Earth goals as well as Townhall meeting organizers and participants referred to
citizens when providing food or other planetary goods or services, and informing of
global change issues. But concrete roles during various activities were not discussed. At
least generally, as recommended by Blackstock et al. (2005), consumer-citizens should
be included in environmental decision-making using a broad definition of stakeholders,
as also suggested by the Aarhus Convention of the UN in 1998. When considering
potential motivations underlying radical collective action, at least through chains of
influence, research on global change could participate in enhancing comprehensive and
human security. Comprehensive security encompasses aspects like economic,
environmental and societal security, while following Castells states are interdependent
and networked. (Heusala 2012: 104; Castells 2000.)

7.3 Key Challenges for Global Change Research and ARGIL
Now to the key challenges in more detail. First of all, as illustrated in chapter 2,
sustainable development necessitates a focus on people, profit and planet (Kambewa
2007). More specifically as characterized by the Brundtland Commission:
“Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that
it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. The concept of sustainable
development does imply limits - not absolute limits but limitations imposed
by the present state of technology and social organization on environmental
resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the effects of human
activities.” []
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“Meeting essential needs requires not only a new era of economic growth
for nations in which the majority are poor, but an assurance that those poor
get their fair share of the resources required to sustain that growth. Such
equity would be aided by political systems that secure effective citizen
participation in decision making and by greater democracy in international
decision making.”
“Sustainable global development requires that those who are more affluent
adopt life-styles within the planet's ecological means – in their use of
energy, for example.”
(Brundtland Commission 1987: 16.)
The flexibility of the Brundtland Commission’s definition can be seen as both its strength
and weakness. It enables countries to set a common target, while varying applications
lead to challenges for international comparisons. (Rouhinen 2014: 18.) Overall reaching
a compromise for the Brundtland report in 1987 can be seen as a notable achievement
beginning sustainable development activity, as following UN aspirations the report for
the first time combined environmental, economic and social dimensions for a better
future. (Salaspuro 2013: 22, 28.)

Because the observed event takes place in Finland, first a clarification that Finland has
adopted UN goals like the MDGs into its sustainable development aims. Generally the
roots of the global governance of sustainable development are in the environmental
conference of Stockholm in 1972, further developed in the Brundtland Commission in
1987, both policy guidelines adopted by Finland into the formation of its own
environmental policy and sustainable development aims. After the Rio+20 conference in
2012, Finland agreed upon a cross-generational “The Finland We Want by 2050”.
(Rouhinen 2014.) The Future Earth goals closely follow the goals of the Rio+20
declaration The Future We Want. (Royal Academy Report 2013.)
As elaborated at the studied FE Townhall, 17 sustainable development challenges were
merged to eight focal challenges for global change research in the Future Earth Strategic
Research Agenda 2014 (guest speaker Heinz Gutscher May 26, 2015). The challenges
were already familiar to the participants who had completed the pre-assignment upon
registration, asking to prioritize challenges.

Pre-assignment answers were compiled into handouts by organizers and results discussed
at the studied event (FE Finland pre-assignment answers and observation). According to
those results, out of the eight key challenges, one was listed as very important, and further
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four as important. In addition, results included concise elaborations as well as additional
concerns. Based on this information, at registration participants had mostly mentioned
Safeguarding land, freshwater and natural assets, making it “very important”. In
addition, recurring mentions had been given especially for Delivering water, energy and
food for all; Decoupling carbon emissions from economic growth; Encouraging
sustainable consumption and production patterns; and Improving governance and early
warning systems to respond to complex future threats. The remaining three without
highlighting are Building healthy, resilient and productive cities; Promoting sustainable
rural futures; and Improving human health by incorporating global change concerns.

As indicated above, according to the pre-assignment answers, prior to the event, the
studied Finnish Townhall participants especially prioritized the goal Safeguarding land,
freshwater and natural assets from the Future Earth key challenges. After the event and
results, later FE priorities were also developed into research foci in events like Future
Earth’s sustainable urban development event in Tampere (Koskinen and Suni 2015; Rask
Oct 13, 2015).

Overall, for social scientific purposes various challenges can be approached for example
utilizing Kate Raworth’s (2013) circle for safe and just living conditions for humanity,
indicating a sphere for inclusive and sustainable living and economic development
(Figure 13; cf. Rouhinen 2014: 103). Raworth’s circle is developed from Rockström et
al. (2009), also used by guest speaker Heinz Gutscher in his presentation (May 26, 2015).

Figure 13. The safe and just space for humanity by Raworth (2013, based on Rockström et al. 2009; also in Rouhinen
2014: 103) from the World Social Science Report 2013.
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According to Leach, Raworth and Rockström (2013: 87–88), the direction of action,
diversity of multiple solutions and distribution meaning an equitable sharing of the space
are central for steering sustainability. The point is that “inclusive and sustainable
development within social and planetary boundaries requires exploration of and debate
about which combinations of pathways to pursue at different scales.” (Ibid.) The approach
by Leach, Raworth and Rockström (2013) highlights the need for an interdisciplinary
science of sustainability and sustainable development. The “doughnut” frame can be
adjusted to different scales (Leach et al. 2013: 85), thus differing from concepts like a
“welfare state’s sphere of sustainable development” (cf. Massa 2009: 129). Because vast
inequalities exist, humanity aims to improve wellbeing while also targeting
environmentally sustainable development.
To further operationalize sectoral challenges, Future Earth has envisioned three strategic
targets. Coordinating with various actors including researchers and policy-makers, Future
Earth states to focus on the following three targets: Dynamic Planet, Global Sustainable
Development and Transformations towards Sustainability. (Future Earth 2025 Vision,
Royal Irish Academy 2014b.) With a focus on research, co-design and cooperation,
Future Earth advocates science-based or related planning and solutions.
Sociologically, Future Earth’s three strategic aims can be illustratively approached from
a Parsonian AGIL perspective (Adaptation, Goal attainment, Integration and Latency;
Parsons 1970: 26–50; cf. Parsons 1961, 1968 [1937]), however noting that rather than
human society internal resources, Adaptation also and especially requires adapting to the
surrounding natural world. As a further terminological distinction, efforts to protect a
society from climate can be seen as mitigation, protecting climate from society as
adaptation, both sharing the thought that social conduct can affect natural processes and
vice versa. (Grundmann and Stehr 2010: 907.) AGIL is utilized as a sociological figure
that includes features useful for approaching the interdisciplinary Future Earth’s three
strategic targets. Notably historically a society-oriented “sociologism” accompanying
AGIL has been criticized in environmental sociology for overlooking environmental
factors (Kaufmann 2012: 92–93). Thus for updating I propose that the original Parsonian
AGIL dimensions could be modified as follows, in the third step also proposing general
placements for Future Earth’s three strategic focus areas.
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Figure 14. 1. Future Earth’s three strategic targets; 2. AGIL with Adaptation transformed into a surrounding feature
(cf. Parsons 1970, 1961); 3. ARGIL with Resources added while Adaptation incorporates Future Earth goals: TTS =
Transformations Towards Sustainability, GSD = Global Sustainable Development, DP = Dynamic Planet.

Figure 14.1. includes Future Earth’s three strategic targets. In Figure 14.2. above,
conceptually AGIL’s Adaptation is first transformed into a surrounding feature, at the
same time emphasizing the material origins of many resources. After further inspection,
human society coordinated Resources are introduced inside the circle for Figure 14.3., as
Future Earth’s three goals are placed within Adaptation as follows: Transformations
Towards Sustainability near Goal attainment; Global Sustainable Development near
Latency; and Dynamic Planet near Integration, thus modifying the Parsonian AGIL
conceptually into ARGIL. The main argument is that while human societies utilize and
control some resources, Adaptation clearly extends beyond predominantly social
resources. (Cf. Heiskala 2000: 70–71; Kaufmann 2012.) AGRIL might be a suitable
acronym when overemphasizing goal attainment connected to resources.

Etymologically, the letters producing ARGIL also spell argil, argilla denoting clay in
Latin. The root word argil is present in words like English argillite. (The New Oxford
Dictionary of English 1998: 88.) Clay is rather suitable considering the earthy
associations of the developed figure. More specifically, especially potter’s clay hopes to
invite mental images of hands-on development and imaginative work on sociological
concepts.

The new figure suggests that especially Latent structures including education systems
contribute toward patterns needed for Global Sustainable Development, while especially
Integration with inner coherence must be adjustable to live in a Dynamic Planet, in
addition to which Goal attainment including decision-making is needed for
Transformations Towards Sustainability. Resources exist within human societies but
much may originate from the surrounding environment. While framing observed
phenomena like sustainability can be seen as constructivist (cf. Grundmann and Stehr
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2010: 903–904), with materialist and emergentist influences the modified ARGIL can be
seen to approach reconcilability with critical realism (cf. Kaidesoja 2009). Human
perception can affect findings concerning the environment. (Cf. Heiskala 2000: 202–205;
cf. Kaidesoja 2009.) In any case lifeworld experiences should be taken into account to
avoid an overly cognitivist approach. (Cf. Juuti 2014: 1664.) Depending upon selected
emphases, the formation could also be envisioned differently.
Scrutinizing the two circles, the newly modified sociological ARGIL and Raworth’s
(2013) “safe and just space”, comparison further supports the developed ARGIL idea. In
Raworth’s circle, “the safe and just space for humanity” has an environmental ceiling,
and presents itself as an emerging layer for Adaptation before hazardous environmental
factors like climate change, chemical pollution and land use change. Factors like
education and notably income are situated in the inner circle of social foundation. Basic
resources would thus fit inside the social foundation when coordinated by humans,
including water. Thus the observed Future Earth’s three strategic targets might well
situate in the context of inclusive and sustainable economic development, between the
social foundation and the environmental ceiling, supporting modified ARGIL findings.
The developed ARGIL may also serve to shed light on the Finnish Townhall priority of
safeguarding land, freshwater and natural assets.
When considering the material and immaterial aspects of nature, as Parsons’ AGIL is
further adapted into ARGIL for Future Earth aims, it highlights that the resource side of
adaptation should not be overemphasized. While human and non-human elements
function together leading to conflicts, material surroundings and habitualized practices,
no community can think of everything as commodities. (Lehtonen 2008: 80, 99.)
Unfortunately the Western relationship with nature can be less down-to-earth than for
example Finland’s indigenous Sami people’s way of coexisting with nature and letting it
be (Rouhinen 2014: 18). Possibly supporting the resource side of adaptation, coinciding
with the week of the Townhall Meeting, in Finland previous ministers of Environment
and Agriculture and Forestry were combined for the new government, coinciding with
other countries’ ministers of natural resources, although the ministries themselves were
not combined due to public resistance.

To accommodate for various development paths, ARGIL can also be developed further.
This way ARGIL also shows its flexibility for adjustment and ability to potentially
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capture historical changes. In the general ARGIL (Figure 15.2.), the comparatively
external Adaptation holds the following elements: Dynamic Planet, Transformations and
Ongoing Pattern. As above, Integration should take into account living in a Dynamic
Planet, while Goal attainment is connected to Transformations and Latent pattern
maintenance to Ongoing Pattern. Notably Dynamic Planet refers to the planet potentially
in interaction with human existence: a broader world still exists outside this sociologically
informed configuration.

Figure 15. 1. AGIL with Adaptation as comparatively external; 2. A general ARGIL where R denotes Resources and
Adaptation includes Dynamic Planet, Transformations and Ongoing Pattern.

7.4 Next Steps
The studied Townhall focused on discussing and prioritizing Future Earth challenges
especially for Finnish Living Lab activities. After Helsinki’s FE Townhall, Future Earth’s
activities have continued with other events. In September 2015, an event organized in
Tampere included priority selection and research proposal drafting on sustainable
urbanization challenges as envisioned by Tampere event participants. According to a
short discussion summary published by FE Finland (online 2015), the drafted five
proposals will also be “presented for the most important research funders in Finland such
as Academy of Finland and Maj and Tor Nessling Foundation”. Based on the short
discussion summary, the five most pressing challenges were the following:
“ From fragmented planning to holistic perspective: a shared, sustainable city
 Decision-making in the city: co-production of ideas and information and transparent
decision-making in long-term strategic planning
 Optimizing sustainable growth and carbon-neutrality
 Sustainable and high-quality mobility; advancing public transportation, walking and
biking in the city

Decentralized renewable energy, energy efficiency and sustainable energy
management” (Koskinen and Suni 2015).
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In addition to the already organized Tampere event on sustainable urbanization, another
urbanization event was organized in spring 2016 (Suni Feb 13, 2016). In December 2015,
the project “Water Wise circulation economy” (Vesiviisas kiertotalous) was launched in
collaboration with SYKE, Future Earth Finland, Pyhäjärvi-Instituutti, Digipolis and the
Maj and Tor Nessling Foundation (FE Finland newsletter 2015).
As already suggested above, for further studies of Future Earth’s key challenge formation
and progress, stages of idea development developed from Lempiälä (2011; cf. Cooper
1988) could be used to study the process internationally. Based on process descriptions
for FE key challenges, in stage 1, internationally generated ideas for global change
challenges were first initially screened, then after preliminary assessments evaluated for
further use, after which both the challenges and the concept of engaging participants in
different countries was tested. For Future Earth, after concept approval both
internationally for the challenges and locally by Finnish collaborators, local insight
collection takes place using pre-defined goals and other feedback. In the case of research
planning, “product development” refers to activities or calls for activities by Future Earth
and the Living Lab network, after which participating organizations may again start their
own innovation processes, depending on their situation.

Among other factors distributing successful practices can depend on governance: finding
out what works where and what does not (cf. Rouhinen 2014: 34–35; Cornforth et al.
2013). In addition to surrounding factors like environmental hazards, due to globalization
increasing international activity connected to actors like corporations also affects various
dimensions previously under national sovereignty (cf. Beck 2000: 4–5). Social sciences
can be seen as central for addressing global environmental change, facilitating engaging
stakeholders and consumer-citizens in environmental decision-making, because the
collaborative approach requires interdisciplinarity and increased focus on social, political
and economic contexts (Bokova 2005: 4, Blackstock et al. 2005).

Finding out what potentially works where is no doubt arduous, and possibly several even
successful attempts can at best be of limited duration or scope. In the UN, global
indicators will be developed to follow sustainable development goals and targets. UN
indicators will complement national and regional level indicators developed by Member
States. (UN 2030 Agenda: 37: 75.) To invite further sociological inquiry on the
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interdisciplinary FE challenges, for final scrutiny the original eight key challenges can be
grouped into four utilizing axial coding (cf. Babbie 2007: 386; see Table 6).
Challenge / Level

Local

Regional

Global

Understanding tradeoffs, synergies and transformationenabling changes for paths to sustainable development
Scrutinizing biodiversity, bio-ecological aspects and
people’s livelihoods and well-being
Building governance systems, early warning mechanisms
and accountable institutions towards sustainability
Building urban environments and infrastructures,
planning land use and ecosystem alternatives

x

x

?

x

x

?

x

x

?

X

x

?

Table 6. Future Earth challenges as four categories indicating potential levels (local/regional/global) for further
inquiry. Capital X = especially suitable, otherwise x = suitable.

Reflecting upon Table 6, based on the FE Townhall meeting discussions as well as further
consideration, categorized into four, most FE challenges possibly can be studied on a
local, regional and global level. As for example planning land use and building often
depend on local ownership, while actors can work on several continents, approaching
issues merits special consideration. Tentatively land use grouped with ecosystem
alternatives is thus marked as especially suitable for local studies. That is merely a
sociological estimation on studying broader challenges. In any case a distinction between
research and applications must be kept in mind. All the challenges clearly necessitate
more research. The above is simply an attempt at trying to capture possible ways to
visualize sustainable challenges for further inquiry.

For further studies, it is also useful to compare and reflect upon the two sets of
international challenges by Future Earth and the EU’s Europe 2020 inspired Horizon
2020. For initial observations, using sociological imagination, such comparison can also
help to illustrate the various layers of materiality and the surrounding environments into
which people may try to adapt. Of course no neat hierarchical levels exist in reality for
science to study (Kaidesoja 2009: 60). In any case such material layers may affect and
can be affected by human behavior, but extend beyond semiotically articulated human
life. That said, human perception may affect findings concerning the environment. (Cf.
Heiskala 2000: 202–205; cf. Kaidesoja 2009.)

Because some identified challenges partly overlap or are divided differently, with
similarities as indicated in Appendix 1, the challenges of Europe 2020 based Horizon
2020 and Future Earth can be categorized further. To increase understandability, the
shared concerns might be simplifiedly grouped as 1) health and eco-biological aspects
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affecting well-being; 2) food, sustainable agriculture and ecosystems; 3) safe and
productive cities and societies; and 4) climate and efficient resource use.

Figure 16. A visualization of challenges shared by Future Earth and Europe 2020 / Horizon 2020.

Looked at this way (see Figure 16), simplifiedly reflecting upon challenges shared by
Future Earth and Horizon 2020, for example the underlying necessity for food cultivation
and ecosystems may affect health and eco-biological factors, while the necessity for
climate and resource use affect built cities and societies and vice versa. All four elements
are found in both sets of challenges. In fact all these elements exist simultaneously, the
third, combined circle thus showing one possible way to envision the cohabitation of
various layers of cultivation, connected to aspects from most basic needs to health.
Interestingly health was not among the key concerns prioritized by Finnish Townhall
participants, possibly reflecting either disciplinary backgrounds or the estimated
prominence of more foundational concerns like land, freshwater and natural assets.

Further studies could also scrutinize the UN Sustainable Development Agenda’s five
priorities people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership (UN Aug 2, 2015; UN 2030
Agenda). New priorities might also encourage updating other policies and strategies.

This chapter has focused on an identified thematic master frame of global change
awareness, including participatory factors related to engaged stakeholders as well as key
focal challenges. Future Earth challenges have been studied especially in connection to
the 2025 Vision and the Brundtland Commission’s (1987) characterization of sustainable
development, as well as social scientific theories. Shared understandings are important
both for related global change awareness as well as potentially engaged publics. The
content analysis revealed that while Future Earth seems to show awareness of sustainable
development definitions, for public engagement the 2025 Vision highlights engaging
influential stakeholders, also mentioning key nations alongside business and civil society.
The research-oriented organization’s focus seems to differ somewhat from democratic
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political systems’ and the Brundtland Commission’s emphasis of engaging citizens and
affecting poorer countries’ development, in addition to other stakeholders and activities.

As discussed earlier, generally traditional political decision-making platforms would be
public spheres of production as characterized by Negt and Kluge (1993 [1972]), while the
studied event concept can be characterized as a new public sphere of production.
Considering the newly developed ARGIL, goal attainment for meeting essential needs
would necessitate decision-making as well as benefit from latent pattern maintenance
through developed political systems or other structures.

8 Conclusions
This study has focused on citizen and interest group public engagement especially in the
context of academic research. The selected case for participant observation was the first
Future Earth Townhall organized in Helsinki in May 2015, where Public Engagement
Innovations for Horizon 2020 (PE2020) was one of the supporting organizers. The event
is situated at an intersection of global and local networks of influence. The aim of the
thesis has been to look at the participatory FE Townhall, mapping both its participatory
context and the aim of the main organizer Future Earth, namely raising global change
awareness supported by the UN’s sustainable development goals. Future Earth works in
a science-society interface, using public engagement to encourage research ideas and
priorities for local and international use. Citizen and interest group participation
opportunities are especially relevant for political sociology, as well as for fields ranging
from sociology of science to integration studies considering the selected event.

Analysis is organized through main frames local publics and global challenges. Local
publics especially addressed the following research questions: How were local publics
constructed? What voiced concerns frame participation? Global challenges in turn
focused on: How were thematic aims developed and articulated? The key concept global
change awareness aims to guide analysis of interdisciplinary work. Four planning stages
of idea development illustrate main front end stages connected to the key challenges. In
the studied case the process has moved from international to local level. For global
challenges, ARGIL was introduced to highlight a difference between broader Adaptation
and socially coordinated Resources, differing from Parsons’ use (1970, 1961).
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The task of participant observation is especially challenging when attempting to limit
obtrusiveness which might interfere with collected results or participants’ experience of
a novel event (cf. Babbie 2007: 319). This study has thus used mixed methods, combining
participant observation, textual content analysis, word frequency analysis and visual
analysis. Visual analysis of social artifacts connected to event organizers and venue was
used to share impressions as recommended by DeWalt (2010).

The master frames local publics and global challenges were further divided into 1)
participation and governance, and 2) key societal challenges especially in light of the key
concept global change awareness. Both the varied nature of discussions and interactions
as well as the information level of discourses and interactions made analysis complex, as
diving into ever new topics or inspirational paths would have been plausible. Participant
observation analysis indicated that in addition to thematic concerns, a recurring raised
concern was gaining functional support for their work, for some including professional
development. This reshapes and develops the extended case study’s focus connected to
expanding expertise in and through a public sphere of production.

The extended case study has supported the idea that such a coordinated public
engagement event displays characteristics of a new public sphere of production (cf. Negt
and Kluge 1993 [1972]). In other words, participatory front stage innovation activities
take place after preceding preparations and general concept approval, which can limit
participants’ critical potential (cf. Goffman 1956; Koskinen et al. 2005: 92; Lempiälä
2011: 23–24; Negt and Kluge 1993 [1972]). At the same time, international grand
challenges are widely used in various contexts. Thus internationally developed FE key
challenges’ convergence with the UN’s sustainable development goals can support their
potential usefulness for participants. Furthermore, also the Europe 2020 grand challenges
influencing Horizon 2020 share notable features with FE key challenges.

Systemic, interdisciplinary concepts like sustainable development usually require
negotiation among selected parties for a normative dimension (Wiesmann and Hurni
2011: 51). That said, new participation methods may also lead to poor representativeness,
if participants have not been selected democratically and lack official responsibility
(Korvela 2012). After participants have been selected, ideally, a deliberative setting
should be open and unbiased, and the sessions should produce concrete results (cf. Offe
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2011). Regardless of representativeness, arising politicizations might not indicate troublemaking, but rather valuable alternative suggestions (cf. Luhtakallio 2012).

As the extended case study of the first FE Townhall organized in Finland has indicated,
the event theme of global change research attracted a hall full of experts into
Eurooppasali, Helsinki. The participants came from varying backgrounds, many sharing
an openness to collaboration between disciplines or fields. In addition to all participants
of the studied event potentially representing local stakeholders, each group included one
specifically labeled stakeholder from an organization like a ministry or funder. While
participant observation of an event of limited duration can of course not aim for
generalizability, the extended case study method was used aiming to support and direct
inquiry as well as enable reconstructing existing theory (cf. Lichterman 2002: 122–124).

While Future Earth concentrates on global challenge related activities and research, the
three-year project PE2020 conducts pilots on the grand societal challenges of Horizon
2020, in addition to a database for public engagement in research. While the projects
themselves are still in their early stages in Finland, some preliminary observations can
nevertheless be made, aided by theory-driven research (cf. Dover 2010) and an extended
case method (cf. Babbie 2007: 298). Theory-driven research has especially affected
preparations before the observed event. Thus, in addition to collected general background
information, previous studies on participatory methods and deliberation have been used,
aiming to reach a general understanding of the studied phenomenon. After the studied
event, the selected approach has been tested and revised during the research process.

In addition to scrutinizing further sources and data, sociological ideas have been
challenged by seeking alternative expert perspectives. These include presenting an early
thesis draft to a PE2020 informant with a background on public engagement and
biotechnology, then after initial data analysis and its first thesis seminar presentation by
requesting more information from FE Finland staff, and thirdly presenting ARGIL in the
sustainable development working group of the Finnish Sociology days 2016.

Although I have chosen to utilize the concept new public sphere of production in this
study to capture a perceived phenomenon, also Negt and Kluge’s ideas benefit from
updating. Introducing planning-related front end stages aims to clarify a coordinated
forum’s preceding preparations and possibly resulting limited critical potential. Also for
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example the general concept dominant knowledge invites further analysis in modern day
settings. In connection to interdisciplinary phenomena like sustainability, in addition to
disciplinary or other backgrounds, also differing worlds of justification (Boltanski and
Thévenot 2006) still merits further scrutiny. In any case when seeking to engage
researchers alongside potential stakeholders, thoroughly utilizing not only a society’s
perceivedly dominant knowledge but also alternatives may pose challenges.

Adapting the concepts of Negt and Kluge (1993 [1972]), if resulting research takes place
through new entities, possibly also new public spheres of knowledge production may
prove relevant. Following Negt and Kluge public spheres of knowledge production
include actors like universities to produce knowledge. However, this might apply to
resulting research platforms rather than the studied planning phases, or alternatively to
related networks. This would necessitate more research. In science in society terms the
studied FE Townhall can mainly be characterized as a micro-public foresight event
including stakeholder consultation and transnational connections (cf. Rask et al. 2012).

On the level of discourses, a paradoxical public summoned up by publicity materials
refers to both social change and continuity (Mahony 2008: 226–228). Future Earth shares
this paradoxical nature, predominantly referring to overall global change and
sustainability. Analyzed from another angle, as highlighted by Mikko Rask (2008),
foresight arenas can be seen as policy instruments and thus should be appropriately
planned and executed. Initiatives like Future Earth and Public Engagement Innovations
for Horizon 2020 exhibit both the processes of innovating and limiting as characterized
by Pauli Rautiainen (2013). While projects seek to develop public engagement
innovations, innovations are also limited by institutional frames and guidelines.

Based on the event themes and agenda, despite openness to everyone, most sought after
participants can be characterized as expert citizens acting in either a pro or pastime role
(cf. Laine 2012). In an event like the studied FE Townhall collected views may partly be
affected by event advertising and the backgrounds of attending participants. Taking into
account a pre-set list of FE global change challenges and official presenters and panelists,
the studied Townhall event arrangements, including a pre-assignment and group work
estimably increase the intensity of participation in knowledge construction processes.
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Global change issues cannot be solved by intergovernmental actors alone, but especially
need local support and action. Whether internationally or locally, at least on the surface a
science-linked network like Future Earth does not seem to foster an overtly critical stance
towards decision-makers or the system. Collaboration, stakeholder engagement and
increasing interdisciplinarity are solutions offered by Future Earth for approaching
challenges connected to global change and sustainable development through research.

The Future Earth 2025 Vision indicates three strategic focus areas: Dynamic Planet,
Global Sustainable Development and Transformations towards Sustainability. A
modified ARGIL was designed to conceptually incorporate these targets for sociological
use. Compared to the original Parsonian AGIL, the developed ARGIL highlights that
rather than human society internal resources, Adaptation foremost concerns adapting into
the surrounding environment, while Resources are coordinated by social actors of human
societies. Incorporating Future Earth’s strategic targets including Global Sustainable
Development shifts focus from traditional society-oriented “sociologism”. (Cf.
Kaufmann 2012.) With materialist elements the proposed figure diverges from a
constructivist view emphasizing social facts. Including an emerging layer for Adaptation,
the introduced ARGIL also further develops Kate Raworth’s (2013) sustainable
development sphere of safe and just space for humanity utilized in the World Social
Science Report of 2013. Increasing global change awareness may also be useful for
developing sociological and social scientific theory.

ARGIL was also developed further to accommodate various development paths. In the
general ARGIL, the comparatively external Adaptation holds the following elements:
Dynamic Planet, Transformations and Ongoing Pattern. Resources are coordinated by
social actors. As above, Integration should take into account living in a Dynamic Planet,
while Goal attainment is connected to Transformations and Latent pattern maintenance
to Ongoing Pattern. These elements interact in and with human societies. Because of its
simple and illustrative nature, the developed ARGIL aims to be useful both among
sociologists and to facilitate discussion with people of different backgrounds and
disciplines.
The internationally influenced FE Townhall seems to support Ulrich Beck’s assertion that
in the new globality, “nothing which happens on our planet is only a limited local event”
(Beck 2000: 11). It is possible that some tolerance for global change awareness at least
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on the level of discourses was after all one of the few things truly connecting the historical
first Finnish FE Townhall meeting’s multidisciplinary participants, taking into account
that not all necessarily had a specific focus in environmental change or perhaps
sustainable development. Most notably all those that attended or registered indicated a
suitable affiliation and were well informed or networked enough to participate, indicating
symbolic capital. The analysis has opened up many paths for further sociological inquiry.

Considerable amounts of ethical considerations were connected to this research. Firstly
there is the overall setting and context of participatory events connected to science and
foresight on interdisciplinary societal challenges. Secondly there is the actual research
and in addition to finding suitable research questions and foci also deciding on suitable
data and analysis. An extended case study was selected to observe a concrete event and
to improve the potential generalizability of findings by thorough background work before
and after observation. While I aimed for deeper insights and observations by also using
triangulation, I avoided intervening in the novel event’s proceedings any more than
necessary or emphasizing sidetrack issues (cf. DeWalt 2010: 48). In accordance with
extended case study principles, I believe that social scientists have responsibility to reflect
upon and report findings in light of their social scientific understanding, not merely
repeating the thoughts of those studied, but likewise not masking key findings during the
reporting process. This also enables modifying existing theory. (Cf. Lichterman 2002:
122–124; Babbie 2007: 298.)

While participants specialized in a certain field may be relatively well equipped to
participate in deliberative processes or planning sessions connected to their own field, the
possible impact of participants’ backgrounds as well as resources or other limitations
should be assessed and taken into account. Especially if the same tools are used for
various contexts, for example for both academic and public administration purposes,
carefully scrutinizing their applicability is needed. Because the FE Townhall agenda was
so broad and participants came from various backgrounds, despite high-level
presentations even thematic discussions were kept suitably accessible for various mainly
academic participants. Nevertheless, traditionally representativeness has been seen as
equally important for both democracy and science. Another common dilemma is
balancing between a representative collection of participants’ views and overdoing
participatory crowdsourcing. Can various sectors fully inform targeted publics of the
impact of participating in initiatives or can such impacts be foreseen?
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In addition to sociological and interdisciplinary research on global change, sociologists
are needed to examine how public engagement practices translate and may need to be
modified for various contexts. Especially amidst current extensive cost-saving pressures
affecting both universities and the public sector, more prominently extending public
engagement into research and social sciences may have implications. At the very least the
result should not be that several entities seem to be engaged with engaging the public,
while actual changes and reports still proceed without proper impact from research.

Within the context of science in society, developments may have effects for both
scientific and other communities. Firstly, countries’ varying levels of formalized
procedures for using research in policy-making can affect research impact even when
using public engagement. Secondly, pre-defined challenges or engaging projects can
shape discussion. Will developments affect not only studied topics but also prominent
researchers’ profiles and access to various actors’ insights or lobbying by societies?
Finally, connected to the UN’s sustainable development goals, the identified key concept
global change awareness seems especially inviting for sociological research, for example
on the roles and potential of various actors from the education system to civil society,
gatekeepers and other societal key figures. Also the University of Helsinki’s planned
Sustainability Science Center could provide opportunities for research. Sociological
perspectives can provide needed understanding of societies and social actors.

How much did or can such events with associated activities and reports achieve? This
will no doubt largely depend on additional decisions and whether research initiatives with
their possible applications have discernable impact. What about for or through attending
participants and speakers? Without more research that seems impossible to say. Possibly
activity will at least encourage other activity.
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Appendix 1. Future Earth and EU/Horizon 2020 challenges

Future Earth key challenges
Improve human health addressing
the complex interactions
connected to environmental
change and other aspects, and
people’s livelihoods, nutrition and
well-being
Deliver water, energy and food for
all
Promote sustainable rural futures
to feed rising and more affluent
populations
Safeguard the terrestrial,
freshwater and marine natural
assets underpinning human wellbeing
Build healthy, resilient and
productive cities
Increase social resilience to future
threats

Decarbonize socio-economic
systems to stabilize the climate
Encourage sustainable
consumption and equitable
production patterns
(Source: Future Earth 2025
Vision.)

Horizon 2020 grand challenges
Health, demographic change and
well-being

Food security, sustainable
agriculture, marine and maritime
research, and bio-economy
Secure, clean and efficient energy

Inclusive and innovative societies
Secure societies
Smart, green and integrated
transport
Climate action, resource efficiency
and raw materials

(Source: PE2020 Annex 1 2013;
Horizon 2020 update: Rask 2015.)
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Appendix 2. Future Earth Townhall Meeting Finland
[Hyperlink tags:] 13/05/2015News feed co-design of research, global change research,
Participatory workshop, townhall meeting
Participatory workshop to map out key priorities in global change research
26 May 2015, Eurooppasali (Malminkatu 16, Helsinki), 8:30-13:00
Challenge
Achieving sustainability in a world subject to global change requires understanding the
links among environmental and societal change. Challenges related to resilience,
governance models, resource efficiency, technology, business, trade, equity, and poverty
are interlinked: a change in one component will cascade to many others.
Creating solutions that will lead to sustainability requires establishing a new interaction
and partnership culture between researchers and society. Solutions-oriented global
change research requires joint framing and co-design of research between producers and
end-users of scientific knowledge.
[Event banner]
Mission of the Townhall Meeting
Future Earth Townhall Meeting invites scientists and stakeholders from civil society,
governance, and business to discuss and map out the key priorities in global change
research: what is essential to understand, what kind of information do we need and in
which format, how we should study the phenomena, and what is the role of stakeholders
in global change research?
The workshop is organized by Future Earth Finland – national committee for global
change research. The committee acts as the national platform of the new strategic research
initiative, Future Earth, which is coordinated by ICSU, ISSC, three UN organisations, and
the Belmont forum.
The discussion on the research priorities will use as its starting point the key challenges
identified in the Future Earth Strategic Research Agenda. The Agenda will be presented
by professor Heinz Gutscher from the Future Earth Science Committee. Download here
the FE Townhall meeting programme
Townhall meeting is part of the Future Earth Finland Living Lab of Global Change
Research – an interdisciplinary and multi-actor network which aims at creating an
interface between research, decision-making, business, and civil society. The input from
the discussions will be collected, summarized and used to develop the activities of Living
Lab network.
Join the discussions and share your
thoughts for sustainable future!
http://pe2020.eu/2015/05/13/future-earth-townhall-meeting/
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INVITATION:
[Same text as above]
Programme
8.30-09.45: Global change: key challenges
Chair Markku Kulmala (Future Earth Finland): Future Earth Finland – Scope and
Objectives
Professor Heinz Gutscher (Future Earth Science Committee): Future Earth Strategic
Research Agenda
Professors Jukka Käyhkö (UTU) and Sirkku Juhola (UH): The links and scales of global
change
Professor Jari Niemelä (Maj and Tor Nessling Foundation): Funding global change
research
09.45-10.00 Coffee
10.00-11.00 Discussion in small groups on the research priorities
11.00-11.30 Lunch
11.30-13.00: Co-design of global change research
Chancellor Kari Raivio (Future Earth Engagement Committee): Stakeholder engagement
in Future Earth
Panel discussion: What kind of global change research is needed in Finland?
Introduction to the panel: summaries from the group discussions (Tanja Suni)
Panelists:
Kari Raivio (Future Earth Engagement Committee), Jouni Keronen (Climate Leadership
Council), Johanna Kohl (VTT - Technical Research Centre of Finland), Jussi Nikula
(WWF Finland), Markku Kulmala (Future Earth Suomi), Mikko Peltonen (Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry)
Comments: Liisa Pietola (The Central Union of Agricultural Producers and Forest
Owners)
Chair: Laura Höijer (Future Earth Finland, Ministry of Environment)
Get in touch!
For more information, contact Future Earth Finland Secretariat:
Iina Koskinen (Science Secretary) [@, phone], Tanja Suni (Secretary General) [@,
phone]
Future Earth Finland is supported by the Council of Finnish Academies, Maj and Tor
Nessling Foundation, and University of Helsinki (Department of Physics, Division of
Atmospheric Sciences)
http://pe2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2015/05/FE-town-hall-meetingprogramme1.pdf
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Appendix 3. Royal Irish Academy Future Earth Townhall Meeting
[Organizer logos: The Royal Irish Academy, Future Earth]

Briefing note for participants at the Royal Irish Academy Future Earth
Townhall Meeting
Wednesday, 17 September 2014
The Royal Irish Academy (RIA)
welcomes your engagement in the RIA Townhall on ‘The Future Earth Initiative’,
Wednesday 17 September, 2014, 10.30am to 4.00pm.
The goals of the Townhall are twofold:
to raise awareness of the Future Earth initiative across the Irish research community in
the sciences, humanities and social sciences, and to communicate potential roles and
opportunities for Irish researchers pertaining to Future Earth.
An overview of the Townhall, key themes and issues identified over the course of the
day, will be circulated by the Academy following the event. This overview will feed into
a formal report that the Academy will produce and disseminate to research funders,
government departments and the general research community.
The Townhall will be opened by Professor Mary Daly, President of the Royal Irish
Academy (PRIA).
Professor Frans Berkhout, International Council for Science (ICSU) Interim Director of
the Future Earth Programme will give the keynote address.
The Townhall will be divided into three segments:
The first segment will offer an international perspective, informing participants about
current international developments in the Future Earth initiative. International speakers
include Dr Tanja Suni, Secretary General Future Earth Finland and Executive Director,
European Alliance of Global Change Committees,
Professor Tim O’Riordan, FBA, British Academy and
Dr Christoph Ritz, Executive Director of ProClim - Forum for Climate and Global
Change in Switzerland.
This segment will be chaired by Professor Peter Kennedy MRIA, International Relations
Secretary.
There will be a Question and Answers session at the end of this segment.
The second segment will be a panel discussion that will speak to the three themes of
Future Earth:
 Dynamic Planet
 Global Development
 Transformation towards Sustainability
This discussion will give the audience the perspective of Irish researchers broadly
working under these themes within the national research system.
This segment will be chaired by Professor Mike Jones, MRIA, and a member of the
Academy’s Climate Change and Environmental Sciences committee. The three panellists
are Professor Anna Davies, TCD and Chair of the Future Earth Organising Committee,
Dr Valerie Cummins, University College Cork and
Dr Su-Ming Khoo, NUI Galway.
The final segment will be a general discussion, structured in such a way to allow for ample
opportunity for dialogue between all the participants and the audience.
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This discussion will reflect on the day’s proceedings, the information garnered and the
potential roles and opportunities that may exist for Ireland and Irish researchers pertaining
to the Future Earth initiative.
This segment will be chaired by Professor Anna Davies, Trinity College Dublin and Chair
of the Royal Irish Academy’s Future Earth Organising committee.
The Royal Irish Academy Future Earth Organising Committee
Professor Anna Davies (Chair) TCD and member of the Academy’s Geosciences and
Geographical Sciences committee
Professor Gerard Kiely, MRIA, UCC
Professor Mike Jones, MRIA, TCD and member of the Academy’s Climate Change and
Environmental Sciences committee
Dr Conor Sweeney, UCD and the Academy’s nominee to the Future Earth Engagement
Committee
Dr Valerie Cummins, University College Cork
Professor John Sweeney NUI Maynooth and the Academy’s nominee to the EASAC
Environment Steering Panel
Dr Henrike Rau, NUI Galway and member of the Academy’s Climate Change and
Environmental Sciences committee
Professor Colin Brown, NUI Galway
Professor John Curtis, Economic Social Research Institute
Dr. Tara Shine, Mary Robinson Foundation for Climate Justice
http://www.ria.ie/Events/Events-Listing/A-Royal-Irish-Academy-Townhall-Meetingon-the-Futu
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Appendix 4. UK Future Earth Town Hall Meeting
[Organizer logos: The Royal Society, British Academy for the humanities and social
sciences]

UK Future Earth Town Meeting
Friday 21st June 2013
Programme
Co-Chairs: David Fowler, Tim O Riordan, Peter Liss
0900 Registration; tea & coffee available
0930 Welcome & introduction from Martyn Poliakoff (RS) and Sir Adam Roberts (BA)
Session 1 – Introduction to Future Earth
(Chair – David Fowler) [Trust Lecture Hall, Royal Society]
0950 “Innovative sustainability research in the new international programme ‘Future
Earth’” – Rik Leemans
1010 “Future Earth – implementation” – Steven Wilson
1030 Points of clarification – David Fowler
1045 BREAK (tea & coffee)
Session 2 – Future Earth: UK perspectives on research opportunities
(Chair – Tim O’Riordan) [Trust Lecture Hall, Royal Society]
1115 “Earth System interactions including humans” – Corinne Le Quéré
1135“The science of sustainability: the Global Development theme of Future Earth” –
Georgina Mace
1155 “Inequality and sustainability” – Richard Wilkinson
1215 “International global change research: the UK funding landscape” – Gina Adams
1225 Points of clarification – Tim O’Riordan
1255 Introduction to Session 3 – Tim O’Riordan
1300 LUNCH [British Academy]
Session 3 – Future Earth: challenges and opportunities for the UK research and
stakeholder communities
[Various rooms, British Academy; for plenary feedback, return to Trust Lecture Hall,
Royal Society]
1400 Breakout sessions to consider the questions a) what are the 3-5 most exciting
research questions that can be significantly advanced through the international /
interdisciplinary / transdisciplinary research agenda offered by Future Earth; and b) for
these research questions, explain how the international, interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary Future Earth research agenda can help advance the science?
1550 BREAK (tea & coffee)
[Return to Trust Lecture Hall, Royal Society]
1620 Plenary feedback from Breakout sessions (Chair – Peter Liss)
1645 Wrap-up (Chair – Peter Liss)
Summary of key feedback points from day and next steps
1700 FINISH
http://www.britac.ac.uk/intl/future_earth.cfm
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Appendix 5. A Questionnaire to FE Finland
FE Townhall: Sosiologian gradukysely / Sirén Hanna

29.12.2015

[Future Earth’s key challenges are based on internationally collected and further
developed ideas. Key challenges are used e.g. as a basis of local level FE activity. The
figure shows an adaptation of the four stages of product development used by Tea
Lempiälä (2011). As a basic assumption international development stages are situated in
Stages 1 and 2. Thus the model is very simplified. Stages 1 and 2 include work from a
general level to 17 SDG’s and 8 key challenges. After preliminary assessment the selected
8 challenges end up as a basis of local FE actors’ work.
– Does the idea work generally? Does this raise other thoughts?]
Future Earthin key challenget pohjautuvat kansainvälisesti kerättyihin ja jatkokehiteltyihin ideoihin. Avainhaasteita hyödynnetään mm. paikallistason FE-toiminnan
taustalla.
Kuvassa muokattuna Tea Lempiälän (2011) neljä tuotekehittelyn vaihetta (stages of
product development). Perusoletuksena mallissa haasteiden kansainväliset kehittämisvaiheet sijoittuvat osioihin Stage 1 ja Stage 2. Malli on siis hyvin pelkistetty. Vaiheet 1
ja 2 sisältävät työn yleiseltä tasolta 17 SDG:hen ja 8 FE key challengeen. Alustavan
arvioinnin jälkeen valikoidut 8 avainhaastetta päätyvät paikallisten FE-toimijoiden työn
pohjaksi.
- Toimiiko ajatus yleiskuvana? Herääkö muita ajatuksia?
Stage 4. ”Product development” tarkoittaa kaaviossa Suomessa kehitettävää Future Earthin
organisoimaa tukea tai muuta Future Earthin toimintaa, johon toimijat voivat osallistua esim.
omien hankkeidensa kautta.
- Onko ajatus selkeä? Hahmottuuko Stage 4:n merkitys? Herääkö muita ajatuksia?
Nyt ajatuksena on, että osallistamismuodot kuten yksittäinen Townhall tms. sijaitsevat
kolmioissa eli ennen FE:n tapahtumien tulosten pohjalta tekemää arviota.
Osallistamistapahtumat siis tuovat syötteitä kutakin kehittämisvaihetta varten.
- Oletuksena FE arvioi omien osallistamistapahtumiensa tuloksia, vai onko jokin muu
taho (ollut) päävastuussa?
Jos ajattelet haasteiden kansainvälistä kehittämistyötä kohti Suomessa kerättäviä prioriteetteja,
mihin Future Earth Suomen toiminta mielestäsi luontevimmin sijoittuu? Esim.:
- Valmistelut ennen Helsingin Townhall Meetingia
- Helsingin Townhall Meeting (toukokuu 2015)
- Living Lab –toiminta: Tampereen tapahtuma, muut? (N = ?)
- Muu toiminta?
Entä hahmottuuko kuvio jollain muulla tavalla? Kansainvälisen toiminnan lisäksi erottuuko
esim. Suomenkin tasolta kuviosarjan vaiheita?

KIITOS! Herääkö ajatuksia tai haluatko kommentoida tai kysyä jotain muuta?
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